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Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins PCDDs)and polychlorinated diberLZOfurans (PCDFs)are
notorious environmentalPollutants;theyare two series of almost planarbicyclicaromatic compounds
withsimilarchemiCaland physicalproperdes･ Once they have enteredthe envirorLment,they tend to
bio-accumulateinthefood chain due totheiruncamy fat-soluble abilib, and chemiCalstability,and
become a serious public healththreat･ Uhfortunately, PCDDs/PCDFs areqbiquitotlSinthe environment.
1 ･ I. I J馳Ⅶcbratfomutae
TLe generalstructtqe ofPCDDs/PCDFs is shown in Fig I.I.Any orall of the eight hydrogen atoms
of dibenzo･p-dioxin (DD)and dibetuo血ran (DF) can be replacedwithchlorine,givingrise to 75 PCDDs
and 135 PCDFs, respectively･All of the PCDDsnCDFsare referred to as dioxin congeners. The tern
"dioxins''has beenwidely used to refer to PCDDsmCDFsthat share certain similarchemiCalstructures
and biologiCalcharacteriStics. Sometinesthe ten dioxin isalSo used to refer tothe most well studied




Fig 1. 1 ShcttJralfomulae ofPCDDs/PCDFs
1.1.2 The maJ'or･ sources ofPCDDs/PCDEs
PCDDs/PCDFsare today found inalmostall compartments of the globalecosystem in at least trace
amounts,and have beenaround for a long tine. Inthe 1920ls, as a consequence of indusbialization,
dioxin levels beganincreasmg intheglobalenvironnent. Declinesinenvironmental levels began inthe
1 970's when dioxins were first recognized as highly toxic chemicals.
PCDDsnCDFsare not producedintemionally, butare produced inadvertently by a number of human
activities, especially indusbialand combtution processes,and canalso result from naturalprocesses, such
as rlre aCCidentsand volcanic eruptlOnS. Awide range ofthermaland metallurgiCalprocesses have been
identified as polnt SOtqCeS Of dioxins. The most important sources of contaminationwith PCDDsand
pcDFs include l"]･
+ hcineration of municipal, hazardous,and hospitalwastes, and of sewage sludges;
● Combustion offuels (include oil, coaland wood);
+ Operations of industrialprocesses, such as metalscrap smelting, sinterlng Plants of the iron and steel
industry, facilities of the nob-ferrous metal indusby, cement kihs and power plants etc. ;
+ Contaminated conmercialchemiCalproducts, Such as chlorinated phenolsand their derivatives,and
PCBs;
+ Automobile operation;
● Overheatingand emissionsfrom血es involvhg PCBs;
● Disposalof indusbialwastes resulting from processes such asthe production of chlorophenolsand
their derivatives, chlorophcnol wood treatment, use of PCBfluids in elecbicalequpment,and wastes
Bom pulpand paper processlng.
According tothe "hveJltOry Of dioxins emision" compiled in Japan l6),the estimatedannual
emission of dioxinsin2000 (this iJIVentOry includes coplanar PCBs) is 2,19812218 g-TEQ, the greatest
dioxins emission source isthe waste incinerators,and in particular, generalwaste incineratorsarethe
greatest conbibutor.As for its amual dioxins emission in 2000,the emission Bom generalwaste
incinerators 1,019 g-TEQ, 46% of the totalemission, which is fTollowed by 555 g-TEQ of indusbialwaste
incinerates, accountlngfor as highas 25%. Next fTollowersarethe elecbicarc ftmaces for steel
production (13 1. 1 g-TEQ, 5.9%). Other significant PCDD/F sourcesare sinter plants (69.8 g-TEQ, 3.2%),
2
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recovery zinc smelter (26･5 g-TEQ, 1･2%) and manufTacturiJlg Ofal血malloy (12.8 g･TEQ, 0.58%).
Due to dramadcally reduced emission from waste incinerations recently, these other indusbialprocesses,
such as shteriABand other metalltugical processes, have become significaJlt SOⅦrCeS Of PCDDs/PCDFs
l7-9]
Because dioxinsare extremely persistent compounds, levels of dioxins still exist inthe environment
from bothman-madeand natLUalsourcesandwill take years to decline. A large part of the current
exposures to dioxins are due to man･made dioxinsfrom releasesthat occtJZTed inthe past, even decades
agO･
When releasedintotheaiT, some dioxins may be transported long distances. Because of this, dioxins
are foundinmost places inthe world･When dioxins are releasedinto water,they tend to settlcinto
sedlments wheqethey canbe血血cr transported or mgested by丘sh and other aquatic organisms. Dioxins
are broken downinthe environment very slowly and can be deposited on plantsand taken up by amimals
and aquatic orgamisms･ Dioxins may be concentrated inthefood chain so that amimals have higher
concentrationsthan plants, water, soil, or scdiments. WlthinanimalS, dioxins tend to accumulateinfht.
1 ･ I ･3 TaxiciLies ofPCDDsmCDFs
The most toxic compound, and perhapsthe most conmonlyknown, is 2,3,7,8-TeCDD. The
InternationalAgency for Research on Cancer lIARC] amounced in 1997,thatthe most potent dioxin,
2,3,7,8-TeCDD, is carcinogenic to hLnanS (Class 1). 【2]
Different PCDDsnCDFs compounds have different toxicitiesandtheyare most oftenfoundinmiXtures
ratherthan as single compound inthe envirorLnent. The concept of toxic equivalency factors (TEFs) was
developed by severalagenciesand nationaland internationalorganizations l10-1 1】 toaidthe interpretadon
ofthewomplex databaseand inthe evaluation of therisk of exposure to contaminated matters. TEF values
are derived by conparingthe toxicityof each dioxin congeners tothat of 2,3,7,8-TeCDD. The potency of
dioxin congeners is dependent onthe chemiCalstructtwe. Only 7 of 75 PCDDs and 10 of 135 PCDFsare
regarded as toxic congeners, they have chlorine substitutions at least atthe 2, 3, 7and 8 positions. The
toxicib, equivalence fTactors (TEFs) of PCDDs, PCDFsand PCBsare listed in Table 1. 1. 【12,13]
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Table 1. 1 Tbxicib, Equivalence Factors (TEFs)for PCDDs/PCDFs.
PCDD aJld PCDF congener ･ ｢　　TEFl
(Kt此ctal., 1990)
WHO･TEF
(I血れ den Berg etal., 1998)
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･ 10～･511･ -･ 101.0100100.000000.00●
1
. 105.511. 1. 101010000.000000.0.● 0
0
Table l･ ｢ IITEF:the earlier "international''TEF匹utz etalJ990) scheme
2) WHO-TEF: for hmanrisk assessment based onthe concltlSions ofwnO meetinginStockholm, Sweden,
15-18 June 1997 (Ⅵm den Berg etal; 1998),the latest internadonally accepted TEFs forthe PCDDs and
PCDFs.
Toxic equivalents (TEQs)are used for admimistradve00ntrol of dioxin emissions, waste safetyand
food quality･ TEQ level of any contaminated matters canbe calculated by summing upall the
multiplications of concentrationand TEF value of each toxic congener, as follows:
TEQ-=(TEF x concentration)
The TEQ method is based on toxicologiCaland invitro biologiCaldata, andknowledge of structural
similarities among this group of chemicals.
According to the draA report released for public comment in September 1994 bythe US EnvirorLmental
Protection Agency l14], the public healthinpact of dioxinnayriValthe inpactthat
Dichloro-diphenyl-bichloroethane (DDT) had on public healthinthe 1960'S. Not onlythere is no "safe"
4
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level of exposure to dioxin, but levels of dioxins have becnfound inthe populationthat are "at or near
levels associatedwithadverse healtheffccts." The report con丘medthat exposure to dioxin canalso cause
severe reproducdveand developmentalpTroblems (at levels 100 tines lowerthanthose associated withits
cancer causing effects);andthat dioxin can cause immune system damage and intertTere withhormones.
Because dioxinsare sowidespread, weall have some level of dioxirLS in our bodies. Nobody can
absolutely getrid of dioxins.
Exposure tothese compounds inthe generalpopulation probably o¢cttrs mainly throughthefood
chain. The major sources Of dioxinareinour diet. Since dioxin is fTat･soluble, it bioaccumulates up the
food chainand it is mainly (97.5%)found in Jneat and dairy products O)eef, dairy products,milk, chicken,
pork,fishand eggs inthat order... see Fig I.2 below). [141 h fish alone,these toxins bio-acctmulateupthe
food chain sothat dioxin levels in fishare loo,000tinesthat of the surrounding environment.
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PLTEQ is a dioxh Toxic EQLlivdellt)
Fig 1.2 Char(from ETA Dioxin Reassessment Stmary 4/94 - Vol. 1, p. 37.
Packground TEQ expostqes for NorthAmerica by pathway)
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1. I.4 Phvsicochemicat properties
Kn0wiedge of basic chemiCaland physicalproperties is essendaltounderstandingand modeling
environnentaltransportand fate as well as phamacokinetic and toxicologiCalbehaviour. The most
important Parameter for PCDDs/PCDFs appear to be vapour pressure, water solubility,and octm01/water
partition coefficient (K.W). ChemiCaland physicalproperties of selected PCDDs/PCDFsare presented in
Tablel.2.
_. Limited research has been carried out to detemine physical　and chemiCal　properties of





































































































Polychlorinatcd biphenyls PCBs)are a goup of 209 discrete synthetic chemiCalcompounds, Called
congeners, in which 1 to 10 chlorine atomsare attached to a biphenyI. The empiriCalfomulafor PCBs is
thus C12HIO_nCln (see Fig I.3). Based on biologiCalactivity, PCBs have been divided into Ron-dioxin-like
and dioxin･hke categories. Dioxin-like PCB congenersare considered to actviathe same mechanism of
toxicity as PCDDsnCDFs. PCBsare scheduled for elininationunder boththe 1998 Protocol on POPs
伊ersistent Organic Pollutants)andthe StockholmConvention on POPs.(22]
3.    2' 2    3
.. )亘': ),-<'
(n-X+y- lto 10)
Fig 1.3 Structuralfomulae of PCBs.
Unlike PCDDs/PCDFs, PCBs have been Produced indtLSbially. Many coⅡ皿erCialPCBmixtures
have been soldunder severaltrade naJneS (C.g. Colphen, Aroclor, Kanechlor, Phenochlor or Pyralene)and
were appliedinlazBe quantities. According to estimationsthe world producdonfrom 1930 to 19$3 was
1.2 to I.5million tons of PCBs. 【23】 pcBsare either oily liquids or solidsthatare colorless to light yellow.
PCBs have noknown smell or taste. Thereare noknownnaturalsources of PCBs.
PCBs have been used as coolants and lubriCantsintransforners, capacitors, and other elecbical
equpment since 1929, becausethcy don't btm easilyandare good insulators. The nanu血cttwe of PCBs
was stopped inthe U.S.in1977 because of evidenccthey build up inthe enviroJnentand can cause
h-1 healtheffects･ 【24】 products made before 1977that may contain PCBs include oldfluorescent
ligh血gfiⅩttues aJld ele血Caldevices containing PCB capacitors,and oldmicroscopeand hydraulic oils.
Inthe 1950l and 60s PCB were used for severalapplicadons, including aminor role as aflame retardant.
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PCBsarefound inalmostall compartments oftheglobalecosysteminat least trace amounts. PCBs
were never intended to be released into the envirorLmCnt but throughvarious pathways such asindusbial
and ntmicipalwaste disposaland leaks from teclmicalor mechanicalequpnent PCBsfound their intothe
alr, Water and soil･ Due totheir persistenceand chemiCalproperties PCBs still exist ubiquitouslyinthe
envirorLnent･ Theyare found in humantissues in many parts of the world,including remoteareaswithno
PCB production or use. PCBs havethe abilityto bioconcentrateand bionagmifyundertypical
environmentalconditions,thereby potentially achieving toxicologiCally relevant concentrations.
- ･ Whlst the current sources of dioxins have been studied and inventoried qulte Well there is little
info-ation available onthe contemporary sources of PCBs･ The PCBs problem has been seen asan
historic one･ Recentfindingsindicatethatthere maybe signi丘Cant contemporary emissions from a ntnber
ofindustrialprocesses. [25]
The generalpopulation is exposed to PCBs mainly via food items, particularly tTattyfood of animal
origin (e･g･ meat, certainflShand dairy products)･ 【22】 contamination of rice oil by PCBs in Japan (1968)
and Taiwan(1979) has resulted inthe exposure of a large number of people to PCBs and their
contaminants PCDFs･ Typicaleffects of PCBs expostlre, includingthe critiCaleffects of carcinogemicity,
iⅡ皿unOtOXicib, and neurodevelopmentalalterations,are caused both by the dioxin-like and the
non-dioxin-like congenerS･ However,theunderlying mechanisms involvedare probably different. [22] The
Department of Healthand HunanServices (DHHS) has concludedthat PCBs znay reasonably be
anticipated to be carcinogens･ IARC (1987) classi丘ed PCBs as probably carcinogenic to hunanS (class
2A)･ EPAand 帆RC have dete血edthat PCBsare probably carcinogemic to h皿anS.
1･2. 1 ToxiciLies ofPCBs
Acute toxicityof most of the 209 PCB congenerS is relatively low. The dioxin-like PCBs showthe
highest toxicityand a broad spectrum of toxic responses. Due tothc same血-receptor mediated
mechanismthe effectsare to a large extent similartothe effects of dioxins. Non dioxin_like PCBs alTe
actlng according to other, not yetknownmechanisns･ The toxic potentialof coplmarPCBs is related to
the toxicityof dioxinsand is indicated in toxic equivalence factors (TEF) based on TEFsgiving the
toxicityofthe relevant coplanarPCB reladve to the toxic effects of 2,3,7,8-TCDD･ According tothe
cⅦTent State Ofknowledge,thewnO has set up WHO･TEFs 【13】, standardizing the toxicityof the 12
dioxin-like PCBs for hunanSand namnalS, fishand birds (see Table I.3). The TEFsindicate,that PCBs
lO
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are generally less toxicthanPCDDnCDF congeners. However, PCB levels inthe environment are
generally higherthanthose of dioxinsandthe overall toxic equivalent exposure is estimated to be more or
less comparable.
Table 1.3 WHO Toxic Equivalency Factors (WHO-TEFs)for dioxin-like PCBs. 辛

































*van den Berg 1998.
1.2.2 Lnysicat-chemicatproperiies ofPCBs
Some chemical-physicalkey properdes (see Tables 1.4 and 1.5) deteminethe envirorLmentaland
healthrelated behaviotq of dioxins and PCBs. Generally,the physical-chemiCalproperties are influenced
bythe different degees of chloriJlation.
ll
Table 1.4 Overview on some physical-chemiCalkqy properties of PCBs･ r23】
PCB Congeners Koc log K.V Water solubility Vapour presstlre





































Table 1.5 ChemiCalproperties of PCBs*






























*Substance profilefron Pops assessment report, UNEP 1995.
PCBsare: themal stability, di瓜Cult to oxidize and reduce, very low water solubility(i.e･ high
lipophilicity), low dielectric constant, highhcat capacity, resistance to acid-base, hydrolysis, chemical
oxidation, photodegradation reactions, aJld most chemiCalagents sothey are poorly netabolised by
biologic systems.
Melting point and lipophilicityincreasewithincreasing degree of chlorination. Solubilib, of PCBs in
water is generally low and decreases withthe degree of chlorinadon but increases in the presence of
organic solvents.
Due to the stabilityand toxicib, of PCBs numerous efforts have been madefortheir combustion and
complete destruction for safedisposalofindustrialwastesand used products. Incineradon at below 7000
12
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C produces variotlS toxic substances (C.g. dioxins), higher temperatures decompose PCBs completely.
I.3 PBDDs/PBDFs and PXDD/PXDFs
Polybrominated dibenzorp-dioxins (PBDDs), polybrominated dibenzofurans (PBDFs),mixed
O)rominated/chlorinated) halogenated dibenzoIP-dioxins PXDDs),andmiXed O)rominated/chlorinated)
halogenated dibenzo血rans (PXDFs) arealso dioxin congenerS, they are perSiStent environmental
contamination s.
Pdlyhalogenated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PHDDs, used as collective ten inchding PCDD, PBDD,
PXDD) and polyhalogenated dibenzofurans (PHDFs, used as collective tern including PCDF, PBDF,
PXDF)arealnost planarbicyclicaromadc compounds. Thereare eight positions on boththe DD and DF
molecules where halogen substitution canocctw･ The positions arc ntLEnbeped as shoⅥl in Fig l･4･
Theoretically, 75 PBDDs and 135 PBDFs are possible. h addition a la樗e ntnber ofmiXed halogenated
congcners - 1550 PXDDsand 3050 PXDFs -aretheorcdcally possible, as shownin Table I.6.
9　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　9　　1
Fig l･4 Structural formulae ofPHDDs and PHDFs. (Ⅹ +y = 1 to 8).
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Table 1.6 Ntnber ofisomersfor PHDDs/PHDFs.
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Al1the 2,3,7,8-substituted PBDDs/PBDFs show the same brpe ofbiologiCaland toxic response asthe
corresponding PCDDsnCDFs. TLey ape believed to share a common mechanism of actionwith
PCDDs/PCDFs and other related hydrocarbons. Binding tothe Ah receptor has been conflrmCd for several
PBDDsnBDFs and PXDDs/PXDFs compounds.Asconclllded by the World Health Organi2:ation (WHO),
PBDDs and PBDFs aqc more or less similar to PCDDsand PCDFs intheir persistenceand toxicity. 【27]
Because ofthc complexib, ofanalytiCalprocedures and paucity of analyticalreference standards, it
has been possible to characterize aJld detemine only a small number of these compounds. The most toxic
congeners arethose substituted at positions 2, 3, 7, and 8. There are seven 2,3,7,8-substituted PBDDsand




Photolysis occtus at a more rapid rate for PBDDs/PBDFsthanfor PCDDsnCDFs. PBDDs/PBDFs
arethernostablc. The tenperattWeS Offornation and destmction of PBDDsnBDFs depend on several
conditions, includingthe presence or absence of oxygen, polymers, and flame retardant additives, such as
andnony bioxide (Sb20,). [27】 Inthe presence of excess chlorine, bromine is substituted by chloriJle tO
give PXDDs/PXDFs.
Because of the toxic nature of these compounds andtheir photolydc properties care must be taken
during sampling　and analysis. Highly sensitive, selective,and specific analytiCal　methods (gas
chroznatography/mass spectromeby, GC/MS)are required because of the large number of PBDDnBDF
aJld PXDD/PXDF congeners. Sampling proceduresare identiCalforal1 PHDDsnHDFs, but separadon
and detmination of PBDDs/PBDFsand PXDDsnXDFs differ slightlyfromthose of their chlorinated
analogues. PBDDs/PBDFs have higher molecularweights and longer GC retentiontinethanthe
chlorinated amalogues, as well as different MS isotoplC Cluster pattems and interference compounds. Exact
identification of speci血brominated congeners is very limited owlng tOthe small number of reference
standards currently available. Forthe same reason, detemination ofmiXed halogenated congeners is
almost impossible.
I.3. I The maJ'or sowces ofPBDDs/PBDFs attd PXZ)DsiPWFs
PBDDsnBDFsare notknown to occur naturally. Theyare not intendonally produced (except for
research prpose) butare generated asundesired by-products in various processes. PBDDs/PBDFs canbe
formed in various processes,thefolloⅥng potentialcases have been identiGed asthe release of
pBDDsnBDFsinto environment. [27-311
. Formation d也g disposalaJld recycling of plasdcs such as parts of office machine casIJlgS, printed
circuit boards, scrap of electronic devicesand cables.
｡ Fomation during energy recovery by incineration of waste plastics and utilizing waste plastics as blast
血macefuel.
｡ Fornadonfromthe laboratorythermolysis of bro血ne-containingflane retardants.
｡ Formation during production of plastic materials and presence in consumer Products containing flame
retardants, such as resizlSand polymer products.
｡ Emissionsfromflame-retarded constlner Products. For example, PBDFs were releasedfrom television
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sets, -computers or similarappliances.
｡ presence in fire residues, smoke condetLSateS and gases aBjer flreS. Bothof experinentalflreS and
accidentalfires.
･ By-products ofbromhated organic chemicals (includingflame retardazLtS)･
･ Fornadonfromthe photochemiCaldegradation ofbromhated organic chemiCalS･
+　Presenceinautomotive exhaust.
+　Fornationinnetalreclanation.
. Formation during textile processmg.
Brominatedflame retardants (BFRs)andtheir precursors appearto be a mainsource of
PBDDsnBDFs. Recycling activities onthe consumer products contalnmg BFRare increasmg and
becomlng mOreand more important in recent years, due tothe formation of PBDDsnBDFs in case of
thernalstress. PBDDsnBDFs were presentinthese materials of severalrecycling stages.
It isalsoknownthat PXDDsnXDFs can be formed. The formation of PXDDsnXDFs is possible in
combustion processes if bothbromineand chlorineare present, such asinwasteincineration, in particular
of old computerA)usiness machines, aJldinnotor combustion processes･
I.3.2 Pkysicat and chemicatvoperiies ofPBDDs/PBDFs
Experimentaldata onthe physicaland chemiCalproperdes of PBDDsnBDFsare very scare･ Most of
the data listedinTable 1.7are predicted values.
PBDDsn)BDFs have higher molecularweights thantheir chlorinatedanalogues, highm¢lting points,
low vapour pressures,and low water solubilities, buttheyare generally soluble in Eats, oilsand organic
solvents (see Table 1.7). PBDDsノPBDFs have very low vapour pressure,and atambient temperattqes they
are mostly found bound to particles.
Theqe is much less information on PBDDsn?BDFsthanontheir chlorinatedanalogues,and thereare
very few experimentaldata on their physicalamd chemiCalproperties. The aJlalytiCalmethods fTor
separatingand identifyingthe individualbrominated congenersare much less advancedthanthose fTor
their chlorinated analogues,and only few reference standardsare available. Ctwent analyticalmethods
are able to quantifytotalbrominated honologue groups andalso to detect but not quantifythemixed
brominated/chlorinated congeners. Because of the conplexityof analytiCalproceduresand lack of
16
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reference standaqds, it has been possible to characterize and determine only a stnall ntmber of
PBDDsnBDFs and PXDDsノPXDFs,and only afew of the compounds have CAS regisby numbers. A









































































































I.4 Brominated Flame Retardants
Flame retardantsare substances used in plastics, textiles, electromic circuiByand other materials to
prevent flreS. Advancements of chemisby in modemtines has resulted nthe use of more than 175
different flame retardant chemicals, divided into fわur major groups: inorganic, halogenated orgamc,
organophosphorus andmitrogen-based conpoundsandmixtures ･ [321 Halogenated organicflane retardants
are generally classi鮎d as either chlorinated or brominatedflame retardants (BFRs). Brominatedflane
retardantsare inportadinmodern life･ Theyare used at relatively bighconcentratiOns in electronic
equpment such as conputerand television sets,intextiles, CarSandinmany other applications･
The mostfrequently used BFRs todayare tetrabromobisphenol-A (TBBPA), polybrominated
diphenyl Others PBDEs), polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs) aJId hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD). The




Fig 1.5 The chemiCalstructures of (a) tetrabromobisphenol･A (TBBPA), O)) polybrominated dipherLyl
Others (PBDEs), (C) polybromhated biphenyls (PBBs), and (d) hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD).
BFRs have beenwidely used in plastics, textiles, electronic circuiby and other materials to prevent
fires, and hold an important market share. For example about 49,000and 64,000 ton of BFR were
processed in JapaJland in USAin1999, respectively. [33734]
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In Table I.8the major BFR market volumcsare presented by reg10n.Asia'Slmge consunpt10n Of TBBPA
is a consequence of dominant elcctromic indusbyinJapanand Taiwan. Fire safety legislation is sbicter in
USAthaJl in Europe, which lead to lazge market share in BFRs.
Table 1.8 Major BFRs estimated market voltme by region (1999) 【35】
BFRs　　　　　　　Americas Europe　　　　Asia Total
TBBPA　　　　　　　　2 I ,600
Deca･BDE(DBDPO)　　　　24 , 3 00
0cta-BDE(OBDPO)　　　　1 , 3 75









30,$60　　　　1 1 4 ,$00
15.1%　　　　　　56.2%
Althoughthese compoundsare similarinbehaviot汀and toxicityto well-knownenvironnental
contaminants such as PCBsand dichlorodiphenyl山chloroethane (DDT),they have not been banned.
HⅧmans may directly absorb PBBsand PBDEs when they are emitted丘ozn electronic circuit boardsand
plasdc computerand TV cabinets l36),andthere isalso an environJnentalproblem. Because of their high
lipophilicity(log K.W>6, Kow isthe octan01-water partition coe瓜cient)and resistance to degradative
processes, pBBsand PBDEsare expected to bioaccuEnulate easily l37].
Boer et al l38) showthat two groups oftheseflame retardants, polybrominated biphe町ls (PBBs)and
polybromiJlated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), are present in spew whales, which normally stay and feed in
deep water, indica血gthatthese compounds have reached deep oceanwaters. The presence of PBBsand
PBDEsinspenn whales,the highlevels of particularly PBDEsinsealSand dolphins,andthe ongomg
indusbialproduction of these compounds suggestthat an environentalproblem may be on its way.
I.4.I TBBPA
The mostwidely used BFR compound nowadays is TBBFA (see Fig 1.5 (a)). Its market share isthe
largest one offlane retardants market worldwide. TBBPA's main use are as reacdve FRforunsaturated
polyester (WE)and as additive FR for polybutylene terepthalate伊BT), polyethylene terephtalatete
(PET)and ABS plastics. [39] some of the major applications for TBBPAare printed circuit board laminates,




The second importanttyPc arc PBDEs, such as deca-BDE, octa-BDEand penta-BDE,from which
the deca･BDE isthe most comJnOn COP)0und. The theoretiCalnumber ofPBDE congeners is 209 (see Fig
1.5(ち)).
Major uses for PBDEsare plastic houslngS Of smaller oqlCC equpmentand in PE plastics. Nowadays
PBDEs'market share is declining while manufacturersare substituting flame retaqdants to non-halogen
ones. The main reason for this trend has been environmental concem about bromine's PBDEs
toxicologiCaleffects l37]
PBDEs belong to a血mily of diverse chemicals employed in various indusbial/consumer product
applications as flame retardants. Commercialproduction and tISe Of PBDEs as additiveflane retardants
began inthe 1960Swith the majorityof uses confined tothe plastic (resins, polymers, substrates), textile,
electronic,血mitureand, to a lesser extent, paint indusbies.Amualworldwide producdon ofall PBDEsin
1990 was estimated at 40,000 mebic tons,witha condnued market demand in 1999 of42 000 mebic tons
fortheAmericas and Europe. Based on evidence of long-range atmospheric transport, environmental
persistenceand bioaccumulationinvariOus species,including hEnanS, PBDE congeners, mainly specific
to the commercialpenta-brominated diphenyl ether (PeBDE)血xttqes, appearto satiSfythe criteriaunder
which new chemicals can be considered for addition tothe 1998 Protocol on POPs. [22]
The PBDE congeners which　are typical　for commercial　PeBDE　mixttqes have certain
physico-chemiCaland struct∬alproperties similarto polychlorinated biphenyls (hydrophobic, lipophilic,
low vapour pressure, highlog Kow), which make them generally resistant to envirorLnentaldegradation,
susceptible to long-range transport processesand able to bioacctmulate. These PBDEs have been detected
in bothabiotiCand biotic samples collectedfron remote locationswith some evidencethat concentrations
have been increaslng Over the last two decades･ From 198 I to 2000the concentration of PBDEs inrmged
seals collected &om the CanadianArctic increased by almost an order of magmitude (0.6 vs. 4.6 ng/g) [22】
suggestlng ellicient atmospheric transport. Ths is in contrast to PCBs levels, which overthe same time
period either stabilized or declined.
Humans are exposed to PBDEs throughthe consumption Of foods. Persons cons皿lng large
qtlantities of fish have been shownto accumulate high1evels of PBDEs. Initialresults丘om experimental
animals indicate that certainPBDEsare eqlCiently absorbedfromthe gastrointestinaltract;they can
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induce vadous liver enpes, cause organ changes and endocrine-related effects. Whilcthere is limited
evidence to suggest PBDEsare reproducdve toxicants,individualcongeners foundinthe commercial
PeBDE　miXtures caAinduce netmdevelopmental　alterations (in learning, memory, spontaneous
behaviotq) in neonatalmice. Whileuncertainties inthe ctwent exposure and toxicologiCaldatabase
prevcntanaccurateriSk characterizadon,there are indications that margin-of-safeb, estimates may be
una00eptably low, especially consideringthe envirommentalpersistence and bioacctnulative nature of
PBDEs. The developing fbetusand breastfed infhts are considered to bethe maingroups "atrisk"from
potentialadv耶e effccts due to exposure to PBDE congeners foundincoⅡ皿erCialPeBDEmiⅩtures･
I.4.3 PBBs
PBBs arc a group of halogenated hydrocarbonsthatare formed by substituting bromine for hydrogen
in biphenyl (see Figure 1.5 (C)). According tothe OECD, decabromobiphenyl (DeBB) isthe only
brominated biphenylthat has been identified in commemialuse. DeBB has tradional1y been used as
additiveflane retardantfor styrenic polymersand enginccring plastics･ [40] pBBs can be found in TVand
computer housingsand textiles. Nowadaysthe production of PBBs has been phased out but it'll take years
beforealI PBB conta皿ng Items have reachedthe飢d oftheirlifecycle･ [41】
h 1973, a commercial flame retardant containing PBBs was accidentallymixed intofeedfor dairy
cattle, livestockand pouby inthe state of Michigan, USA･ (42] The feed was usedwidely, leading to
widespread PBB-contamination of milk, meat and eggs and poisoning in animals. Over 9million people
were exposed to PBBsfrom food. Becatue of this widespread expostwe, research was血nded to better
understandthe toxicology of PBBs,弧d poisoned animalSand e叩OSedlmmans have been studied as well.
The effects of PBBs were found to be essentiallythe saJne aSthose seen for PCBs.
I.4.4 Treatment of wastes containl'ng BF8
0nce anarticle has reachedthc end of its service life, it can be recycled, incinemted or laJldfilled.
The waste containing BFRs is a source of at least losses of BFRs intothe envirorLnent. Thereare various
modes of disposal,thermal treatments (incineration or combustion)arethe most common, due to it can
make use of the energy content of orgamiC丘actiOns of waste. Upon thernaltreatment,the maiJI Problem is
that PBDDs/PBDFsare formed duringthe process. hldee4 PBDDsnBDFs canbeforned according to
chemiCalroute similartothcir chlorinated analogues,also herethe de nova formation route during
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cool-downof gases is inportamt･ PBDDs/PBDFs were present inthese materials of severalrecycling
stages･ 【28]
Recycling activities onthose甲nSumer Products contalnmg BFRsandminimizadon of the
toxicologiCalha2:ardsfrom waste processing is geaing moreand more importantinrecent yearS･
I.5 Purposes and Structure of the Present Study
Persistent organic pollutants are organic compounds of anthropog9nic ongln, and pose athreat to
humanandthe environment. The behaviourand fate of them inthe environment is detemined bytheir
chemicaland physicalpropertiesand bythe nattqe of the envirorLment･ K且owledge of basic chemiCaland
physicalproperties is essentialtounderst皿ding and modeling environnentaltransportand fTate as well as
pharnacokinetic and toxicologiCalbehaviotq. The most important parameter for PHDDs/PHDFs, BFRs
and other POPs appearto be vapotlr PreSStFe, Water solubility,and oct弧OuWater partition coeqlCient
(&W).
Limited research has been carried out to determine physical　and chemiCal　properties of
PHDDs/PHDFs, BFRs and related compounds. For example,althoughPCDDs/PCDFs have been studied
intensively, vapour pressure measurenents on these have been rare due totheir low volatility, high
toxicityand cost. Because lack of separathg and identifying methods for theindividualPBDDs/PBDFs
and PXDDs/PXDFs, only a verylimited number of them have been studiedandanaly2:ed so fTar, result in
thereare very few experinentaldata ontheir physicaland chemiCalproperties, especially no experimental
vapour pressureandthernodynamic data ofthenare available.
The purposes of the present researchare to systematically detemiethe vapotF pressures for
PCDDs/PCDFs, BFRs　and others, to establish serial　thernodynamic properties database　for
PHDDs/PHDFs, and tothernodynamiCally predictthe fTornation of PHDDs/PBDFs dming the thermal
processes usingthe database.
To achievethe above p1叩OSe and construct basic reliable database for PHDDs/PHDFs,the objects to
be studied are asthe followlngS.
1. Determinations of vapour pressure of PCDDs/PCDFs, OBDD, Kanechlor 300and BFRs usmg
hudsen effusion methods (Chapter 2). A new apparatuswith a very small Knudsen cell was
especially designed forthe vapor pressure neasurements of dioxin congenersand other Pops. The
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apparatus was calibrated by reference compounds, andthe vapotq pressttre results were comparedwith
the available reference data. The adsorption experiments werealso carried out by meanof hudsen
cell. TLe apparent vapor presstqes of OCDDwithCalcium hydroxide, hemadte, graphiteand activated
carbon were measured. The adsorbing abilities of these compounds were estimatedfromthe apparent
vapour pressures of OCDD.
2. Due to large nuEnber of congeners,the vapotrr pressures of PCDDノPCDFsand PBDDsnBDFs were
entirely predicted in Chapter 3 based onthe systematically experimental results and physicochemiCal
theory.
3. Heat capacides of solid phase, melting polntS and enthalpies offusion for DD, DF, OCDDand OCDF
were measured by a modulated differentialscamng calorimeter. ThemodyTLamic functions of gas
phase such as heat capacity, entropyand standard enthalpy of fbmationfor PCDD/Fs were calculated
bythe molecularorbitalmethodwithdensity血nCtionaltheory. The temperature dependences of
enthalpies offornationfor DD, DF, OCDD md OCDF were estimated inthe range丘omthe solid
phase tothe gas phase usingthe data obtained in this study and reference data (Chapter 4).
4. ThermodyTLamic properties Oleat Capacity, entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs energy offornation) of
PBDDs/PBDFs were calculated by DerLSity funcdontheory and statiStiCalthernodynamicstheory in
Chapter 5. The employed methods were evaluated uslng brominatedarenes compounds with
experinentalthertnodynamic data.
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CHAPTER 2 Experimental Determinations of Vapour Pressure of Dioxin
Congeners and O仙er Pops
2.I Introduction
Vapourpresstwe isanimportant physicochemiCalparameter for predictingtheir atmospheric
concentrations and modelingthe behaviours of PCDDs/PCDFsand other Persistent Organic Pollutants
(POPs) inthefornation processes andinthe environment. However,theseare extremely low volatile
substances, e･g･the vapour presstqe of2,3,7,8-TeCDD is inthe range of 10-7 Io 10-8 pa at 298 K. tI] It is
diqlCult to obtainprecise data fTor such low vapour presstJre,andthe values cited in the literature
sometimes show a difference of 2 to 3 Orders ofmagnitudeamong different researchem. [213】
AlthoughPCDDs/PCDFs have been studied intensively, vapour pressure measurements onthese
have been rare due totheir low volatility, hightoxicityand cost. Rordorf, however, meastqedthe vapour
presstqes of some PCDDsnCDFs (mainly low chlorinated dioxins) usingthe gas saturation method,and
predictedthe vapour pressure of others l3-9)
A low vapourpresstue canbe measured bythe gas sattmtion method,the Knudsen e瓜ISion method
andthe vapour pressure balance method. The Knudsen e瓜ISion method is one of the most accurate
teclmiques for measuringthe vapour presstlre Of a low-volatilib, substance,and has long been employed
forthis. TLereare numerotw references using this method,and many researchers have used it to determine
the low vapotq pressures of organic compounds l10-131, but it has still not been applied to determinethe
vapour pressures of PCDDsnCDFs.
To obtain precise vapour pressure data and assess the available infomation,the present study
employed the mass-loss Knudsen e瓜sion teclmique to systemadcally determinethe pressures at different
temperattqes of 17 PCDDs (include dibenzo-p-dioxin), 5 PCDFs (include diben10furan), Kanechlorl300
(KC-300, amixture of PCBs), octabronodiberLZOIP-dioxin (OBDD) and 4 BFRs. The enthalpies of
sublinadon of the 28 POPs were derivedfromthe temperattqe dependence of the vapour pressure.
The apparent vapor pressures of OCDD withCalcium hydroxide, hematite, manganese oxide,
graphiteand activated carbon powders werealso measured by Knudsen effusion method･ The adsorbing
abilities of these compounds were estinatedfromthe apparent vapotq pressures of OCDD.
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A Bevy apparatuswithKnudsen e瓜sion method especially designedforthe vapor presstqe
measurements of dioxin congcnersand other Pops is presented, and the apparattlS Was teSted with
reference compoundsinadvance.
2.2 Knudsen Effusion Method
TLetheoretiCalbackgound of Ehudsen eBhsion method isthe Khetic Theory of Dilute Gases from
which Knudsen l14】 derived an equation forthe vapor flow ehsingthroughthe oriLicc of a cell.
The saJnPle whose vapor presstqe is to be m¢asured is placed in a containerknown as a Knudsen cell. The
Ehudscn cell is cylindriCwitha small orifice inthe centre of the lid. The cell is maintAmed at a constant
tempemture inanevacuated space. Effusionthroughthe orificegives a molecularbeamthat spreads out in
isotropic distrib山ion over a sphere (known asthe ''cosine law"). The meastqement of the weight loss AW
晦) in a specified period of time t (S) at a constant temperature T (K) enable us to evaluatethe vapor
pressure by usingthe edhsionfomula (1). 【15･16]
pk=孟竿廓 (1)
where zk伊a) isthe vapor pressure nearthe orifice, Kc isthe Clausing fTactor, A｡ (m2) isthearea of the
orifice, M O'g/mol) isthe moleculaLr Weight of the e鮎ing vapor, R (8.314 J/mol･K) isthe gas const弧t.
Accurate Kc could be foundinliterature. [15]
Forthe highpressure limit tothis method, Knudsen proposed that a formula equivalent to formula
(1) was acctJratewithinthe precision of his measurements for.aiD>10, where A isthe Jneanfree pathand
D isthe orifice diameter. The quantity.a/D is o鮎n referred to asthe Knudsen number. However,
subsequent workers didn't agreewithonthe upper limit, but generally recommendedthe Knudsen number
between land lot The mean free pathat best is only a qualitative summary of the extent of gas phase
mteractions. [16]
TLe Knudsen cell, because of the continuous loss of vapor dmughthe orifice, lS not reallyan
equilibrium system. The vapor pressure pk CalCulated from rate of effusion maythus be less thanthe
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equilibritm pressure peqthat a substance would exhibitina completely closed system. Using different
approaches, Wbtnan[17]and Motzfeldt lIS] bothhave arrived atthe resultthatthe measured pressurepk lS
related tothe equilibrium vapor presstJfe Peg by
pQq -Pkll･%(i･3-2)] (2)
for a cylindriCalcellwith oriflCe area Ao and Clauslng factor Kc, evaporating sanplearea As,and
vaporization coeqlCient a. The fTactor W'isthe Clausng coeqlCient forthe cell itself, W'= Dv2H.
For a Knudsen cellinwhich height equals diameter, that W'=0.5,and Whtnan-Motzfeldt equation
canbe rewitten as
peq -pk l1+ KcAo /(aAs)1 (3)
lfAJ(α･As ) ≪1, pcqエゴPk. For typicalKnudsen cell dimensions, Ao/As <0.01 and for α託l,the
e7CPeriJnentalemr is great enoughto maskthe difference between peqand pk. This studythereby
employed equa血n ( 1 ) to evaluate vapor presstJre Of samples.
2.3 E王PerimentaI Procedure
2.3.1 Vacu〟m ofLhe glStem required
Kmdsen effusion method requlreS highvacuum Outside the cell due tothe Knudsen number
requirement. How highvacuumdoes it exactly need for血is apparatus?
In case of meastJringthe vapor pressure of octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (OCDD) bythis apparatus,
CalCulations of the system vacuumrequired by uslng kinetiCtheory of gases is as following. (19]
OCDD (C12C1802), mOlecularweight is 459.6and molecularradius is l.5×10~9 m.AsSumingthe vapor
presstJreS OfOCDD at 298K and 398Kare l･lxl0-10 pa and 511×104 pa, respectively.










(2) h-fact,there is residualairinthe cell･Asstningthe residualgas ismitrogen O12),andthe presstwe of
the residualgasinthe cell was 1 Pa at 29SK,the radius ofN2 molecules is 1.08×10-10 m,the radius of
miX gas is: r - ( flu.,Ogen + rocDD )/2 = I.08×10ー10+1.5×10~9)/2 =8.04×10-10 m.




(3) How highvacuumofthe system is needed?
According to th-pper presstqe limit of K皿udsen effusion method,the Knudsem number had better
be greaterthan lO･AsSumingthe diameter of the orificeinthe Kmudsen cell was 0.2 mm, to obtain




Jix (3.14× (7.54× 10~10)2)× (2× 10-3)
The totalgas pressure in the cell should be lessthaJL O･82 Pal In other words,the vacuuEn Ofthe
system at 298K had better be lessthan0.82 Pa.
2･3･2 AwaraLus andproce血re
A new apparattlSwithhudsen e乱sion method especially designed forthe vapor presstlre
meastqements of dioxin congenersand other Pops is shownin Fig 2. 1.
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Duc to hightoxicityand highcostly,the sample a･nount tlSed in each experiment has to be as small
as possible, andtherefore the size of hudsen e瓜Sion cell should be made as small asfeasible･
1　　　　　2　　　　　　　　3
1.　　METTLER TOLEDO MX5 MicrobalanCe
2.　　HighVacuum Chamber
3.　ULVAC Ionizadon V拡uum Gauge Control
4.　　Rotary Pump
5.　　TIJrbo Moleculad･ Pump
6. PladntJm RcsistzLnCe Thermometer
7. THERMO OH-16 Oil Bath, TAlTEC Cb. Ltd.
8. U- Pyrex Tutx
9. Knudsen Effusion Cell
10. Data System




Fig 2.2 Scheme ofKnudsen e缶lSion cell.
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The sample was first ground into powder,andthen charged and compressedinathin layer onthe
bottom of the Kmdsen e血sion cell 9, So as to get aflat surface and a good heat transfer. A鮎r charging
sample,the Bhudsen cell 9 was horn/edcally sealed by a specialpresser, and was hung onthe hook of a
calibratedmicrobalance 1 (METTLER TOLEDO MX5 Microbalance) througha longalumintln Chain at
the center of the Pyrex tube S. The Pyrex tube 8 has a length of 600mn and internaldianeter of 14 mm.
The precision of the calibratedmicrobalance 1 is of lmicrogram. A highvacuⅧm (lessthan 10-2 pa) of the
system was established by a rotaJy ptnp 4 (DUO 2.5A, Balzers)and a turbo molecular pump 5 (TCP
Balzers). Weight loss was continuously collected bythe data system 10 0n line in realtine.Anionization
vacⅦ皿gauge 3 comect tothe highvacuun chamber 4 was used to neasurethe vacⅦ皿Ofthe system.
The Highaccuracy oil bath7 (nIERMO OH-16, TAITEC Co. Ltd, Japan) Cannaintaina constant
temperaturewithanacctmcy of ±0･0310. 1Kinthe temperattm range of 298K to 523K. The temperature
of the e凪ISion cell is ofvitalimportance. TLemiforn temperature of the oil badl Was Checkedwitha
platinum resistancethernoneter (made by Hart Scientific) Calibrated toanabsolute acctmcy of 0.015 K
inthe range of 273.15 K to 573.15 K. It was foundthatthe temperature Ofthe e瓜Sion cell was identical
withtheuniform temperature of the oil bath, due tothe cell being deq)ly血mersedintothe oil.
The effusion cell was showed in Fig 2.2 in detail. Vapor eihsion throughthe small orifice at the lid
of the cellgives a molecularbeamthat spreads out in an evacuated space.
Because of the hightoxicityof POPs,the Knudsen effusion cells composed of lidsand bodies were
designed as small as feasible.All lidsand bodiesare made of aluminum sheet of 0.I mm thickness. The
size of the lids is 4･4 mm in internaldianeter, 2･2 mn in intemaldepth. The size of the bodies is 4.4 mn
in intemaldiameter, 2･3 mm in hternaldepth･ Boththe lidand body have a飢nge of 5.0 Ⅱ皿in diameter.
There wasane瓜ISion orifice coaxially located atthe lid. Different types of orifice diameter were
attempted: 0.05 mm to 0.20 mm. The actualdiameters andareas of the oriBces were meastwedunder a
microscope with lOOOtimes amplification (Fig 2･3). After charging sample, a lidand a body were
hermetically pressed together onthe丘血ges by a specialpresser. A鮎r sealing,the intemalheight of the
cell is nearly equaltothe diameter of the cell.
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Fig 2.3 Micrograph of e瓜ISion orifice of Knudsen cell.
2･4 Test Results or the Apparatus
This study employed benzoic acidandanthracene to testthe performance of the apparattlS described
above. Both benzoic acidand anthracene are recommended as reference materials forthe measurements
of low vapourpressureand sublimation enthalpy. [20]
The use of benzoic acid as a reference naterialhas been questioned because of the possibilityof
association of the acid in the gas phase. However, lt COntinues to be used as a reference materialSandall
available experimentalevidence suggeststhat it is a suitable reference material. Mtmta et al l21] have
reported thatthe degree of dissociation of the diner inthe saturated vapourto be higher than0.997 at
298115K, it means thatthefraction ofbenzoic acid molecules (as nonomers) whichforn the diner in the
saturated vapour at 298･ 15K is smallerthan O3%. Uhfortunately there is no report on the dimerfraction in
the sattmtion PCDD/Fs vapor･ However,the structure of benzoic acid is coplanar, similarly PCDD/Fsare
coplanarstructtue, and the experimentaltemperaturesare much higher than298.15K,therefore the
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fraction ｡f diner inthc saturadon PCDD/Fs vapour was believed to be neglectable.
Vapour pressure Meastqements of benzoic acidwiththe newly designed apparatus were made inthe
temperature range of 299K to 328K usingthree cells. The血ickness of each cell was 0. 10zELn,and orifice
area of each celland corresponding Clausing factor Kcgiven by Cater (151 are listinTable 2. I. The testlng
results of anthracencwiththe apparatus are stmarized in Table 2.2.
The sublimadon enthalpy of the sample canbe obtained tlSingthe Clausius-Clapeyron equation (4).
- 'hp - -(AsubHR)〝'+ Asuか9欠
Table 2.1 Vapor pressure results ofbewic acid.
(4)

















































The e_xperiJnentalresults of benzoic acid were plotted into a naturallogari血m of vapor pressure (h
p) vs･ 1/Tfor each cell andalsofor overall treatment ofall data (Fig 2.4),the slope of the sbLaight line was
AsubH/R.
The enthalpyand entropy of sublimation obtained bythis method referred tothe mean values inthe
叩erimentaltemperature range. The sublimation cnthalpy results of benzoic acid obtAmedforindividual
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Fig 2･4 Temperature dependence of benzoic acid vapour presstJrewithdifferent cell.
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Fig 2･4 showsthere is no signincant variation of vapor presstqe values meastwedwithdifferent
or血e sizes, whichmight meanthe vaporizadon coe瓜cient α is close to 1,andthe measured vapor
pressure valuesare nearly equal,within experinentalerror, tothe equilibrium vapor pressure peq.
Asreference compounds, the vapor pressureand sublimation enthalpy of benzoic acid and
anthracene have been measured by a varietyof di飴rent tcclmiquesandinvestigators. For comparison,the
vapor pressure and sublimation enthalpy results bythis studyare conparedwiththe reference data
reported since 1980 in Table 2.3, Figs 2.5and 2.6.
Table 2.3 Sublimation enthalpies of benzoic acid.
Reference
Temperature range h (〆Pa)- a - b･103･(灯T)　　AmbHq)
( mC)　　　　　a b　　　　¢J･ mol~1 )
Ben2:Oic acid
This study, Cell 1
This study, Cell 2
This study, Cell 3
This study, Overall
Sachimidis and fhll, 1980 【22]
De Kmifand Blok, 1982 [23]
Colomina et al, 1982 [24]
MtLrata et aL, 1982 r21]
Kaisersberger et al, 1985 [25]
Glukhova et al, 1985 【26]
Ribeiro da Silva and
tx__●〈 1rlnn l27]
Ribeiro da Silva et al, 1995 [2g]
Ribeiro da Silva et a/, 1995 [28]
Ribeiro da Silva et al, 1995 [28]
Ribeiro da Silva et aZ, 1995 [28]

















































De Kruif, 1980 lm]
Rordorf, 1985 [5]
thmsenand Eckert, 1986 [29]
Ojaand Suuberg, 1998 [12]


















*The value at 298･15K, A且ubH(298.15K)
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TLe standard molar sublimation enthalpies of benzoic acidand amthracene determined by this
apparatus, (90.09土1. 16 kJ･mol~1) aJld (102.53土1.90 kJ･mol~l), agree,within expe血entalerror,withthe
accepted values of (89.700土1.000 kJ･mol~l)and (103.360土2.670 kJ･mo1-I) recommended by Sabbah et al
l20], respectively.
Ben2:Oic acid
O Kruifet &1, 1,9$2
+ Colomin& et Al, 1982
E] Silv& et Al, 1995 0Porto









+ HanSen且nd Eckert, 1986






Fig 2. 6 VapotJr preSStqeS Ofanthracene.
Figures 2.5and 2.6 show clearlythatthe testing reSultswiththe newly designed apparattwarein
excellent agreementwiththe recent literature data l5･1 0･12･23･24･28･29]
Comparedwithother such mass-loss Kmdscn e瓜sion apparattlS,the cylindriCaleffusion ccllsare much
smaller,and the mass change of the cell canbe observed and recorded in realtine. The small size of the
effusion cell (4.4 mm in diameter, 4.6 mm in depth) requires only a small amount of sample (112mg)for
one experiment･ The realtimc mass loss record makes it possible to measure vapotu pressures at several
temperatureswithinone experinentand to shortenthe experi皿entaltime at each temperature.
The testlng results of the compoundsgive us confidenceinthe present apparatuswitha very small
Khudsen cell, which hasthe advantages of accurate online mass loss determinationinrealtine, vapour
pressure measurements at different temperaturewithinanexperinent,and much smaller saJnPleamotmt
and shorter experinentaltimethan other such studies.
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2･5 Ⅵ一POur Pressure and Entllalpy of Sublimation Results of PCDDsnCDFs
The vapour presstqes at diqerent′temperatures of 17 PCDDs (include dibenzo-p-dioxin)and 5
PCDFs (include dibeuofuran) were systemadcally detemined using the apparattlS described above, aJld
die enthalpies of sublimation ofthe22 dioxin congeners were derivedfromthe temperature dependence of
the vapour pressure.
2.5.I Sa〝甲les
Sample details of the 22 PCDDsnCDFs tLSedforthis study aLle listed in Table 2･41Allthe samples
were crystalline solid.





l , 6 Jichlorodibenzo-p一曲oxin
2 , 3 1dichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
2 , 7 ･dichlorodibenzo･p-dioxin
l , 2, 3 ･trichlorodibenzoIP-dioxin
l , 2 , 41trichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
l , 7, 8･trichloFOdibenzoIP一山oxin
I , 2 , 3 ,4-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
1 , 2, 6 , 7-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
I , 3 ,6, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo･p-dioxin
1 , 3 , 7, 91tetraChlorodibenzo-p一山oxin
1 , 2 , 4 , 7, 8-pentachlorodibenzo-p･dioxin
I , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 9･hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin






1 ,2,3 -TrCDD 1
I,2,4-TfCDD 0. 98
1 ,7,8-TrCDD 0. 999
I ,2,3,4-TeCDD
I,2,6,7-TeCDD 0. 99
















1,2,3,4,6,9-HxCDD 0.99　Cambridge lsotope Laboratories,
1,2,3,4,6,7,9･heptachlorodibenzo-pJio血1,2,3,4,6,7,9-HpCDD 1 AccuSt肌dard, Inc.
Octachlorodibenzo･p-血oxin OCDD 0 ･ 9 93　　　AccuStandard, hc.
Dibenzo血mn DF O･98　Wiko Ptue Chem. Industries, Ltd.
2, 81dichlorodibenzo触m　　　　　2 , 8 -DiCDF 0 ･ 9 94　　　AccuStandard, hc.
2 ,4, 6-trichlorodibenzofuran　　　　2 ,4, 6 -TrCDF Cambridge Isotope Laboratories,
1 ,2,3 ,4,81PentaChlorodibenzofuran　　1 ,2,3 ,4,8-PeCDF 0. 98+　CaI血ridge lsotopeLaboratories,
Octachlorodibenzofuran OCDF 0. 98　Cambridge Isotope Laboratories,
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2.5.2 Resuぬand dl'sc〟SSion
The experimentalresults of the vapotq pressures for DD, 1-MoCDD, 2-MoCDD, 1,6-DiCDD,
2,3-DiCDD, 2,7-DiCDD, I,2,3-TrCDD, I,2,41TrCDD, I,7,8-TrCDD, 1,2,3,4-TeCDD, I,2,6,7-TeCDD,
I,3,6,S-TeCDD, 1,3,7,9-TeCDD, 1,2,4,7,8-PeCDD, 1,2,3,4,6,9-HxCDD, I,2,3,4,6,7,9lHpCDD, OCDD,
DF, 2,8lDiCDF, 2,4,6-廿CDF, 1,2,3,4,8-PeCDF,弧d OCDFare su皿narized in Table 2.5. The enthalpies
of sublimationforthe 22 PCDDsnCDFs derivedfromthe temperattqe dependence of vapour pressureare
also listed in this table. For comparison,the data rq)ortedinthe literattqe is plotted together in Figs
2.7-2.20,althoughlittle is available. 【2-9,2930】
The vapour pressure results at low temperatures (303 K to 333 K) of DD obtained bythe mass-loss
Ehudsen effusion apparatusare in good agreementwiththe data measured bythe gas saturation method
by Rordorf l3】 (Fig 2.7). the sublimation enthalpy of DD derived from the temperature dependence of
vapotq pressure is (93.6土1.2) kJ･molー1, comparable tothe 92.2 kJ･morl obtained by Rordorf l3].
Figure 2.8 showsthe temperattqe dependence of vapour pressure for 1-MoCDDand 2-MoCDD. At
the same temperature,the vapour presstue of 21MoCDD is somewhat higherthanthat of 1-MoCDD.
Althoughthe methods employed by Rordorf皿dthe present study are different, the results for I-MoCDD
and 2-MoCDD by bothstudies agreewitheach other very well. The obtmied enthalpies of sublimadons
for 1-MoCDD and 2-MoCDD ape (100.5土0.8)and (98.1土1.1) kJ･moll1, and are congruouswiththe values
glVen by Rordorf l3).
FigtLre 2･9 presentsthe results of dichlorodibenzo･p-dioxins (DiCDDs).Asshown, the vapour
pressures of dissymmebical2,3-DiCDDare apparently higherthanthose of the other isomers. The vapotF
presstqe results of 2,3-DiCDD and 2,71DiCDDinthis studyarealso in good agreementwiththose by
Rordorf l3). The enthalpy of sublimation of 2,3-DiCDD is (106.2il.I) kJ･no1-1,almost the sane asthe
value obtained by Rordorf, while the enthalpy of sublimation of 2,7-DiCDD is (113.8i2.0) kJ･no1-1,
higherthan his result. The predicted vapour presstlre Values of 1,61DiCDD by Rordorfare slightly lower
thanthe experinentalresultsfronthis study.
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Fig 2･ 1 0 Vapotq presstqes of bichlorodibenzo-p-dioxins.
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Figtqe 2. 10 6xhibitsthe vapourpressure comparison of trichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin isomers;those of
dissymmebical1,2,3-TrCDDand 1,2,4-TrCDDare higherthanthose of the other isomers. For the same
compound I,2,4-TrCDD,the vapourprPSSureS measured in this study qgreewiththe experimentalresults
by Rordorf l3】 ve.y well, andthe enthalpy of sublimation results bythe two studiesare congruous (see
Table 2.5). The vapour pressures of 2,3,7-TfCDD shownin Fig 2.10arethe estimated values using
boiling pointand enthalpy offusion by Rordorf.
Figure 2. 1 1 (a) showsthe vapour presstue differences of 1,2,3,4-TeCDD among three studies･ Using
the- iegession method of vapour pressure md GC retendon indexes, Eitzer and Hites l2] obtainedthe
vapour pressure of 6･37×104 pa for 1,2,3,4lTeCDDina supercooled liquid state at 298K, two orders of
magmitude higherthanthe value (6.4×10-6 pa) of solid I,2,3,4lTeCDDgiven by Rordorf l3】. The vapour
pressures of I,2,3,4-TeCDD obtained here are somewhat lowerthanthose measured by Rordorf, andthe
enthalpy of sublimation (111.3土l.4 kJ･mol~1) is 7 kJ･morl lowerthanthat he recorded. Figure 2.ll (b)
showsthe vapour pressure comparison of tetrachlorodiben10rP-dioxin isomers. For I,3,6,8-TeCDD,the
experimental results in this studyare much higher thaJlthe estimated values derivedfron the boiling
polntand enthalpy offusion by Rordorf l3). It seemsthatthe valuesforthe vapour presstqe of
2,3,7,81TeCDD werealsounderestinated by him,althoughthe estimated values correspondingwith the
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Fig 2･ 1 1 VapoⅦ･ presstqes of tetrachlorodibcn2:OIP-dioxins.
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T0- ourknowledge, no experinentalresdts have been reported onthe vapour pressure of
perLtaChloradibenzorp-dioxins, hexachloradibenzoIP-dioxins and heptachloradibenzoIP-dioxins. Figttre
2･12 displaysthe pressures of pentachloradibenzorp･dioxins;the data shownof I,2,3,4,7-PeCDD,
1,2,3,7,8-PeCDD and 1,2,4,7,8-PeCDD by Rordorf l3]are estimated values･ The vapour presstJre Values of
1,2,4,7,8-PeCDD measured by this studyare obviously higherthanthose he predictedforthe sane
compound,andthe enthalpy of sublimation (125.3士2.3 kJ･mo1-1) is lowerthanthe estimated value (136.6
kJ･mol~l). Eitzerand Hites l2] derived a vapour pressure of 1.25×1014 pa for subcooledliquid
I,2,3,7,8･PeCDD at 298K, which is 4 Orders of magnitude higherthanthe value (5.8×10~8 pa) of solid
1,2,3,7,8-PeCDD atthe same temperature glVen by Rordorf.
Figtwe 2･ 13 shows the experinentalresults of vapotJr Pressure Of I,2,3,4,6,9-HxCDD bythis study
compared　with those of I,2,3,4,7,8-HxCDD, 1,2,3,6,7,8lHxCDD, 1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCDD　and
I,2,4,6,7,9-HxCDD evaluated by Rordorf l3]and Eitzerand Hites l2]･ The presstJreS Of 1,2,3,4,6,9-HxCDD
fronthis studyare obviously higherthanthose of its isoners predicted by Rordorf. The vapour pressure
for subcooled liquid 1,2,3,4,7,8lHxCDD at 298 K by EitZq and Hites isalso 4 Orders of magnitude higher
thanthe value for solid I,2,3,4,7,8-HxCDD at 298 K by Rordorf.
Figure 2･ 14 showsthe experimeJltal results of vapourpressure of l,2,3,4,6,7,9-HpCDD in this study
comparedwiththose of 1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HpCDD evaluated by Rordorf l3]and Eitzerand Mites l2]. Those of
HxCDDand HpCDD isomers seem tO have beenunderestinated by Rordorf.
For OCDD vapotq presstue, the experinentalValues reported hereare somewhat different丘om the
valuesinthe earlierarticle l311, due tothe temperattue calibradon･ Figure 2･15 shows the temperature
dependence of vapour pressure obtained bythis study and Rordorf et al l3･9]. The value of 2.75× 1 0-6 pa for
supercooled liquid state OCDD at 298K derivedfromthe reladonship of vapour presstqeand GC
retention indexes by Eitzerand Hites l2】 is 3 Orders of magmitude differencefromthat of solid OCDD by
Rordorfand this study･Asshowninthis figure, inthe experimentaltenperature range, vapour pressure
values of OCDD obtained here agreewiththe experinentaldata by Rordorf et al l33]. The enthalpy of
sublinadon of OCDD is (145･7i4.0) kJ･mol~1inthe experimentaltemperature range, comparablewith
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Fig 2･ 1 4 Vapour pressures of heptachlorodibenzo-p-dioxinS.
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Fig 2 I 1 5 Vapour presstues of octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin.
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Figtwe 2.16 comparesthe temperature dependence of vapotq pressure of dibenzofuran, andthe
results at low temperature measured bythis study are in good agreementwiththe experimentalValues
meaSlqed by Rordorf [3]. The values measured bythe gas saturation method by Hansenand Eckert l29]are
lowerthaneither of the other two studies. Tie sublimation enthalpy of DF obtaiJled inthis study is
(82.1土1.5) kJ･morl,this value is slightly lowerthanthat by Rordorfand higherth弧that by Hansenand
Eckert as shownin Table 2.5.
The vapour presstFeS Of 2,8-DiCDF detemined bythi"tudyare shown in Fig 2･17･ Rordorf l3]
meaNedthe vapotq presstqes of 3,6-DiCDF,and estinatedthose of 2,8lDiCDF. It can be seenthatthe
experinentalresults of 2,8-DiCDF, especiallythe enthalpy of sublimation,are somewhat different from
the predicted values of the same compound, but in good agreementwiththe experincntal data of
3,6-DiCDF
In Fig 2.18,the differences between experimentalvapour pressures弧d predicted values for
2,4,61TCDF are noticeable. The predicted values of 2,4,61TrCDF by Rordorf l3] are very close to his
experimentalresults of 2,4,8-廿CDF.
Forthe vapour pressure of 1,2,3,4,81PeCDF,the expenmentalresults of this studyare a little higher
th皿those predicted by Rordorf l3], as showninFig 2･19･ The vapour pressure values for supemooled
liquid state I,2,3,7,8lPeCDF and 2,3,4,7,8-PeCDF at 29SK derived from GC retemion indexes by Eitzw
aJld Hites l2]are 3 Orders of magmitude higherthanthose of solid 1,2,3,7,8-PeCDFand 2,3,4,7,8-PeCDF
by Rordorf. For vapour pressure of PeCDF isoners,there is no experinentaldata reported by Rordozf or
others.
For OCDF vapour pressure, Fig 2.20 shows thatthe results of this studyare in excellent agreement
withthe Rordorf l3] measu,ements. The enthalpy of sublimation obtained here is (141.7il.8) kJ･mol･1in
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Fig 2.22 Vapour pressures of polychlorinated dibenzofurans.
Al1the experiJnentalresults of 17 PCDDsand 5 PCDFs were shownin Fig 2.21and Fig 2.22,
respectively. The vapotq pressure of PCDDs and PCDFs is dependent on the chlorine content. In general,
asthe substitute ntnber of chlorine increases,the vapour pressures of PCDDs/PCDFs decrease,andthe
enthalpies of sublimadon increase. But, the vapour presstue of I,2,41TrCDD is higherthanthose of
I,6-DiCDD and 2,7lDiCDD, as showninFig 2.21. Figure 2.22 showthatthe vapour pressure of
2,4,6-TtCDF is higherthanthat of 2,8-DiCDF.
2.6 Vapour Pressure and Enthalpy of Stlblimation results of OBDD
Therc is no experimentaldata on vapour pressure of PBDDsnBDFs tlmil now. Rordorf et al l7･8]
predicted two values of (4.1×10ーll pa) and (9.3×10-16 pa) forthe vapour pressure of OBDD at 25 ℃.
There is 5 Orders ofmaglitude difference betweenthe two values.
The vapour presstJre results of OBDD measured hereare shownin Table 2.5 and Fig 2.21. The estimated
datagiven by Rordorf in 1987 【7]are about lOOtiJneS higherthanexperiJnentalValues obtained here,and
the estimated enthalpy of sublimation 151.5 kJ･mol~lare much lower thanthe value of (182.9i5.7)
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kJ･mo1-1 by this study･ TLe value of (l･3×10-15 Pa) was obtained forthe vapour pressure of OBDD at
298･15 K by extrapolatingfron the experinentaldata･ The estimated pressure for OBDD at 25 ℃ by
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Fig 2･2 I Vapour pressures of octabronodibenzo-p-dioxin.
2･7 Vapour Presstlre and Enthalpy of VaporiZ:ation Results of KC-300
Under the demand of Toshiba Corporation, the vapour pressures of a commcrcialSample, e.g.
Kanechlor 300 (KC-300), were measured here. KC-300 corresponds to Amclor 1242.
2･7･l Sample
The sample of KCl300 was made by GL Sciences Inc･, in liquid state at room temperattqe. KC-300
is amixture ofPCBs, its composition of was showninTable 2.6.
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Table 2.6 Composition of KC-300 sample.
Analyte Formula Molecular weight Percentage, %
Dichlorobiphenyl (DiCB)　　C1 2HiC12　　　　223. 10
Trichlorobipherlyl (mB)　　C1 2H7 C13　　　　25 7. 54
Tetrachlorobiphenyl CreCB)　　C1 2H6C14　　　　2 9 1. 9 9
Pentachlorobiphenyl (PeCB)　　C1 2H5 C15　　　　3 26. 4 3
mⅣ王　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　260.3
2.7.2 Resuぬand discussion
The experinentalresults00mparedwithreference data were listinTable 2.7 and showninFig 2.22.
ThempotF prCSStWe Value of KC･300 at 35 ℃ meastlred here agreeswithreference value l32] (see Table
2.7),andthe extrapolating values at 25 ℃and 30 ℃ are set inthe range suggested by Shiuand Mal1】.
The enthalpy of vaporization obtained here for KCl300 is 71.9 kJ･morl in the temperature range of35 ℃
to 70 ℃.AlthoughKC-300 is amixture liquid of PCBs,the temperattlre dependence of vapour presstqe
(hp to I/I) is likethat of pure compounds.
Table 2.7 Vapour presstqe of KCl300.
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Fig 2.22 Vapourpressures ofKanechlor 300.
2･8 Vapour Pressure and EAthalpy of Sublimation Results ofBFRs
The experinentalvapour presstwe data of brominatedflame retardantsarealso very scare. Watanabe
and Tatsukawa estimated vapour pressure and vapotLr preSSureSand octanal-water partition coelZicients
for homologous groups of PBDEs uslng Chromatographic methods l33]･ vapour pressures for subcooled
liquid PBDE congeners were reported recently l34･351･ The vapotF pressures Of TBBPA and 3 PBDEs were
directly meastqed here.
2･8･l Sa〝甲le
The samples of TetrabromobisphenoI A (TBBFA), 4-Bronodiphenyl ether (4-MoBDE),
4,4●-Dibromodiphenyl Other (4,4'-DiBDE),and Decabromodiphenyl ether (DeBDE) were made by Wako
Pure Chem. Indusbies, Ltd. Sample details of the 4 BFRs used hereare listed in Table 2.8. 4-MoBDE was
colorless liquid, andthe others were crystalline solid.
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Table 2. 8 Samples of brominatedflane retadaJltS.
co-pound Abbr･ Fomda "W h%Sn p,.du∝r
TetrabromobisphenoIA TBBFAJ C15H12Br402 543･90　0197　Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc･
4･Bromodiphenyl ether　4-MoBDE C12H声rO 249･10　0･99　　　Sigma-Aldrich lnc.
4,4,･Dibromodiphenyl ether 4,4,-DiBDE C12H8Br20 328･00　0.97　W独o Pure Chem･ Industries, Ltd.
Decabromodiphenylether DeBDE C12BrlOO　959･17　0.98　W独oPtm Chem･ hdustries, Ltd･
2.8.2 Res〟ぬand disc〃ssion
The experinentalresults of the-pour pressures COnParedwithreference l36･37】 data for TBBPA,
4-MoBDE, 4,4'lDiBDE and DeBDEare shownin Table 2･9, Fig 2･23and Fig 2･24･ The enthalpies of
vaporiZ如ion and of subliznadon forthe 4 BFRsare listedinTable 2. 10.






























Table 2. 10 Enthalpy of sublimation results of BFRs.
compound Temperature h (pna)= a - b ･ 103･(ⅣT)　　A,ubHq)　　Ay㌔仰
K a b kJ. mo1-1　　　kJ･ moll1
TBBPA　　　　　418453　　41.528土0.669　　18.210土0.291　151.40土2.42
4-MoBDE　　　　298-328　　27.769士0. 3 85　　　8.794土0. 120
4,4l-DiBDE　　　323-348　　28.739士0.3 15　　9･917土0･ 106　　82･45土0･88





Fig 2.23 Temperature dependence of vapour pressure of BFRs comparedwithOBDD
Figure 2.23 showsthe vapotq pressure of PBDEs is dependent onthe bromine content. The more
bromine,the lowerthe vapour pressure, and the largerthe enthalpy of sublimation. A congenerwith a
la樗e ntmber of bromine atoms is heavierand consequently less volatile. Althoughthe substitute number
of bromine in DeBDE is largerthanin OBDD,the vapour pressure of DeBDE is still higherthan that of


















Fig 2.23 Comparison of vapour pressure of DeBDE.
By extrapolating, the vapour pressure has a range between 0.17 Pa to l･1×10-ll pa fわr monoBDE to
decaBDE atthe room temperature, which is a considerable interval. At 20 ℃, TBBPA has vapor pressure
of l･1×10-9 pa, is Lhr lowerthanthe refe-ce value l36】･ For PBDEs,the vapotlr Pressure Obtained here is
always lowerthanreference data (see Table 2.9). Figure 2.23 shows the experinentalvapour pressure and
sublimation enthalpy of DeBDE differfromthe referenc…alue l36] very much.
2.9 Adsorption of OCDD on Different Materials
2.9.I Experimental procedure
The adsorpt10n experiments werealso carried out by meanof Knudsen cell. The weight loss rate of
OCDDwithCalcium hydroxide, hemadte, graphite and activated carbon powders as adsorbents were
meastlred･ The weight loss rates of OCDDwiththese adsorbents meanthe apparmt vapour presstwes of
OCDD. The adsorbing abilities of these adsorbents were estimated usingthe weight loss rates of OCDD.
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Inthe血easurements,themiXttqe of OCDD and each adsorbent powder were put inthe Knudsen cell.
Andthe weight loss of sample was measured inthe same way of vapour pressure measurement as
mentioned avobe. Table 2. 1 1 showsthe specific surfaceareas of each adsorbentandthe mlXlgln ratios of
OCDD totheminthe meastqement.
Table 2. 1 1 Specifisurfaceareas of each adsorbent aJldmixing ratio of OCDD tothem.
Adsorbent �7�V6貿�77W&f�6V�&V��"���叫ixingratioofmass OCDD:Adsorbent 




Fig.2.24 shows the temperttFe dependencies of the weight loss rates of mi血代s Of OCDDand each
adsorbent inthe Knudsen cell. The weight losses of the samples decresewiththe increasing inthe secific
surface area of the adsorbents.Andthe rates of weight loss were promoted withthe increasmg ln
temperature. The weight loss mtlSt be caused bythe vapourizadon of OCDD. The result of pure OCDD
powder isalso showninthe丘gure. WIthFe203 powder, which hasthe lowest speciflV Stdace area,the
weight loss ofthemixture is not so differencewithpure OCDD. It means that Fe203 powder hardly
adsorbe OCDD. Wlthactivate carbon,the weight loss of sample isalnost zero inthe lower temperatures.
The vapourization of OCDD is very smallwithactivate carbon inthe powdermixture condition. It
suggeststhatthe activate carbon is a very strong adsorberLtfor PCDDs/PCDFs as generally considerd.
Fig･ 2･25 showsthe effect ofthemiXttFe ratio of OCDD to adsorbent. Adsorbent is Ca(OH)2 powder.
The results showsthatthe adsorbing lnCreaSedwiththe increasmg of ratio of adsobents. The results
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Fig.2.25 Eqect of mass ratio of Ca(OH)2 0nthe vaporization of OCDD.
2.10 Conclusions
The vapotrr presstFeand enthalpy of sublimation results of berLZOic acidand anthracene measured by
the present apparatus areingood agreementwithaccepted literattqe data. The calibration results
demonstratethe reliability of the present apparattlSwitha very small Knudsen cell, which hasthe
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advantages of acctmte online mass loss determination in realtime, vapour pressure meastqements at
different temperaturewithinanexperiJnent,and much smaller sample amount and shorter experimental
timethan other such mass-loss hudsen e缶ISion teclmique.
The measured vapour pressure of 22 PCDDsand PCDFs is dependent onthe chlorine content. In
general, asthe substitute number of chlorine increases,the vapour presstqes of PCDDsnCDFs decrease,
and the enthalpies of sublimation increase. But,the vapour presstqe of I,2,4-TrCDD is higherthanthose
of I,6lDiCDDand 2,7-DiCDD,andthe vapourpressure of 2,4,61TrCDF is higher dlanthat of2,8-DiCDF･
FoLr'vapour pressure of DD, 1-MoCDD, 2-MoCDD, 2,3-DiCDD, 2,7-DiCDD, I,2,4-TrCDD,
I,2,3,4lTeCDD, OCDD, DF and OCDF,the results determined bythe mass-loss Knudsen eqtlSion
method inthe present studyareinreasonable agreCmentwiththe experimentalValues meastlred usingthe
gas saturation method by Rordorf.
The predicted vapour presstFeS Of 1,3,6,8-TeCDD, 1,2,4,7,8lPeCDD, 2,4,6lTrCDF, aJId
I,2,3,4,8-PeCDF by Rordorfare more or less lowerthanexperinentalresultsinthis study,althoughhis
predicted vapour presstqes of 1,6-DiCDD and 2,8-DiCDF ageewiththose meastqed heqe･ It seemsthat
the predicted vapotF Pressure Values for TeCDD, PeCDD, HxCDD, HpCDD, TiCDF and PeCDF isomers
were more or lessunderestinated by Rordorf.
The vapour presstwes and enthalpy of subllmation of OBDD esdmated by Rordorf in 1987 are much
different from the measured values bythis study.AlthoughKanechlor 300 is amiⅩture liquid of PCBs,
the temperattqe dependence of vapourpressure is simi1arto pure compounds.
Al1the vapour pressures of the 4 BFRs measured herearealways lowerthanreference data,
moreoverthe vapour pressure of TBBFA and DeBDE is fTar lowerthanthe reference value･ The vapour
pressure of PBDEs is dependent onthe bromine content. The more bromine,the lower the vapour
pressure, andthe largerthe enthalpy of sublimation. Althoughthe substitute ntnber of bromine in
DeBDE is largerthanin OBDD,the vapotq pressure of DeBDE is still higherthan that ofOBDD, due to
the difference of chemiCalstructure.
It appearSthat OBDD hasthe lowest vapourpresstweand highest enthalpy of sublimation among
PCDDs/PCDFs, PBDDs/PBDFs, PCBs, and PBDEs.
The adsorptlOn田甲eriments werealso carried out by meanof Knudsen cell. The weight loss rate of
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OCDDwithCalcium hydroxide, hem如ite, graphite and acdvated carbon powders as adsorbents were
meastmd. The vapourization of OCDD is very smallwithactivate carbon inthe powdermiXture
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CHAPTER 3 Prediction of vapour pressures of dio血congeners
3.I Introduction
VapotF Pressures are fundamentalproperties of persistent organic pollutantsandare important in
detemmmgtheir dis廿ibution and fate inthe envirorLnent･ Due tothere is a large number of dioxin
congeners and other Pops,the experinentalmeastqements call Cover Only aminorfraction of them, the
pr,.ediction of vapotq pressures of dioxin congeners by correlation relationships is usdlland necessary.
Predicdon methods phyanimportant role inthe enviromcntalresearch.
Ntnerotw equationsand correlationsfor estinatlng Vapour preSSureare PreSentedinthc literattJre.
Most of the methodsare empiriCalandthe derived resultsare very rough. [14】
Rordorf l517】 suggested a good c0-lation method to predict vapour presstwe, which derivedfromthe
thernodynamiCthcory. Based on experinentalvapour pressure data,血s methodgives not onlythe
enthalpy and entropy of sublimation but alsothe enthalpy of meltingand boiling point. Based onthe
experimentaldata of a part of dioxin congeners neastFe in Chapter 2,血s research enploycdthe
comlation method to predictthe vapotu pressure ofall PCDDsnCDFsand PBDDsnBDFs.
Correlation ncthods are of particular importance when dealingwith dioxin congeners sincethereare
thousands of homologuesand isomeqs. Correlation methodsallow testing of the experimentaldata set for
self-consistency. Calculation of relぬd substance Properties (i.e. boiling points and enthalpies offusion
from vapour pressure data) is possible.
3.2 Prediction Methods
The equation that relate vapourpressure to temperature are connonly derived by integration of the
clausius-Clapeyron equation: [1]
d hp/dT-蝿/(AZ R T2)
wherep isthe vapotu pressure, AHv isthe heat of vaporization, R isthe gas constant, Tisthe temperature,
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and AZ is a compressibilityfactor,given by
AZ-p AV!(R I) (Ⅱ)
where AV isthe volume difference between vapourand liquid.
The correhtion method uses the liquid phases as reference statesandthis has been the case for most
pre-dictive vapourpresstwe methods･ Supersaturated liquid phasesare tuually defined atthe temperature
of interest. Afuller use is made here of the measured temperature dependence of the vapotrr pressures of
the solid. The data are extrapolated tothe melting pointsand the liquid phases are broughtinatthis point･
Enthalpies (AHm)and entropies offusion (ASn)are definedforthe melting temperattFe (T-)and
unknowntenperature dependencies of these functions are not involved･ The two parameters are
deterninedforthe different compounds andarefound to vary significantly between compounds･ The
predicted method is not limited by assumptions of temperature or substance independence of entropleS Of
fusion. Symeby relations between moleculeand crystallattice affectthe entropies effusion.
Figure 3. I illustrates the procedurewf vapour pressure correlation method suggested by Rordorf･
Relative substance independenceand therefore easy predictabilityof entropies of evaporation atthe
boihng point (Tb) arethe basis of the present correlation method･ Fishtine's formula lS] has been used to
predictedthe entropies of evaporationforthe dice-t compounds at Tb, (see formulas (1) and (2))･
AHv(Tb) = Tb KF (36.61+R ln Tb)
ASP(Tb) = AHv(Tb)/Tb + Rlmpo
At the boiling POint:
KF-1.OI
po=101,325 Pa
IJI the liqtLid phase:




glVeS曲r integration for Tl-Tband T2-T:
AHv(I) - AHvCrb) ll +K( I - I;!Tb)
K = -Tb AC,gaSlliq･/帆(Tb)
Se血gfo-ula (4)intothe Clausius-Clapqyron equation,
Ippodlnp(T) = LTD AHv (Tb )ll ･ K(1 -T/Tb)]/RT2dT
glVeS曲r integradonfromthe melting to boiling pomt:
hp(Tm) = hpo - (AHv(Tb)瓜Tb)[(1+K)(I;JTn-1)-K h(帆)
At the mcltiAg point:
AGs = AGm + AGv
AHn - AHs - AHv
AG=AH- TAS
ASTn- ASTs - ASv
AGn (Tm)- 0
ASTm(Tn) - AHn(Tm)/ Tm
AGv - - RTlmpliq. - AHv - TAR,
AS(Tm) - R h pllq(Tm). + AHv(Tm)/Tm
From equadon (4), AHv(Tn) - AHvCrb) ll +K ( 1 - I:mb)
h the solid phase:
AGs(I) - -RTlnps｡lid(I) - AHs(I) - TASs(T)
R hp･oLLd(T) - 〔ASS (T- ). £ ACpg~S /Td'HAHB (Tm )/, I £ ACpg-BdT]













Fig 3･ 1 ne calculation procedure of correlation method suggested by Rordorf l5]･
(Relationship betweenthe vapotq pressures of the solidandthe liquid phase･)
(KF- I.01,p0 - 101,325 Pa)
Tb = boiling polnt, Tm - melting point, H - molarenthalpy, S = molar entropy, G - molar Gibbs energy,
C, - molar heat capacity, R = gaas constant, p(I) = vapour pressure at T, Subscript s‥ sublimation,
Subscript v: vaporizadon, Subscript m:fusion.
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The ctxrvatttres of the liquid phase vapour presstJre CtmeS SteJnfromthe temperature dependence of
the enthalpies of evaporation. The enthalpies of evaporation canbe determined as a hction of
temperature if the differences of the hea(capacities of the gasand liquid phasesareknown(fomula (3)).
htegration of formula (3) leads to formulae (4)and (5). Setting formula (4) intothc clausius･Chpeyron
equation･ The heat capacities ofgasesand liquids were estimated bythe group comibution methods l2･3]
The temperattqe dependences of the change of heat capacides were neglected. Mackay l4】 has shown
thatthe Clausius-Clapeyron equation canbeanalytically integrated to (7) if the enthalpy of evaporation is
brought into the form of equation (6). Vapour pressures of liquids ofknownfreezingand boiling points
can be predicted by equation (7). Equation (7) Canalso be used to estimate boiling points if the melting
pointsand vapour presst汀eS at Tmare known forgiven compounds.
The enthalpies of fusion need to beknownforthe projection of solid vapotq presstqe cuⅣesfrom
bredicted) liquid vapotw presst汀e data. The Gibbs Bee energiesand enthalpies of sublimation equalthe
stn of the corresponding血nctions offusion plus melting (see equations (8)and (9)).
Equ血on (ll), which is obtained from equations (8), (9)and (10), statesthat similar sums hold for
the entropleS. The entropleS Offusion at Tn equalthe enthalpies offusion divided by the melting
temperatures (equatiot1 13) asthe Gibbs Bee energies of fusionare zero at Tm. The enthalpies of
evaporation can be estimated by equation (4) forthe melting points. Expression (15), which is obtained
from equation (14), pmits the calculation of the entropy of evaporadon at Tn ill COmbiJlationwith
eqtl血ons (4) and (7).
Enthalpiesand entropleS Offusion can be predicted for Tmfron experinentalenthalpiesand
entropies of sublimation (at Tn) by equations (4), (9) (ll)and (15). A correlation of the evaluated
enthalpies offusionwiththe degee of chlorine substitution (Fig 3. 1) enablethe estimation of enthalpies
(and entropies by equation (13)) offusion f♭r A-chlorinated dioxins. Equations (9)and (ll)allowthe
conversion of predicted enthalpiesand entropleS Of evaporation to enthalpiesand entropies of sublimation.
Solid state vapor pressure curve can now be predicted by equation (17) which is obtainedfron equation
(16).
The differences of the heat capacities of the gas andthe solid phases equalthc rotationalaAd the
translationalheat capacides of the gasesminusthe lattice-mode heat capacities : Cpgas･solid= 4R - Cl弧ice･
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Thc lattice parts can be estimated bythe rule of Dulong and Petit and approach 6R at ambient
temperatures for crystals composed of moleculeswiththree nonzero moments of inedia･ Solid to gas heat
changes of 116.6 J･ mo1-1･ K-I werether/efore assumed. Equation (17) Canbe appFOXimated by equadon
( 1 S) to calculate vapour pressures over a narrow temperature range.
These correlations permitthe estimation of boiling pomtsand enthalpies of evaporadon for dioxins
andthe solid state vapour pressures canbe predicted bythc equations ofFig 3.1for dioxin congeners of
known melting polntS.
3.3 Predicted Vapour Pressure Results for PCDDsnCDFs
Enthalpies and entropleS Of sublimation of the 22 PCDDsノPCDFs w耶Obtained by linear
regressions of the expenmentalvapour pressures overtheindicated temperattqe intemalSinChapter 2･
They holdforthemid temperattqe, Tmid-2(Tnax TJ/(Tmax + Tmin), Of the investigated temperature ranges,
and recalculated fTorthe melting polntSand room temperattqe by means of bracket expressions of equation
(17). The results weqe shown in Table 3.1. The neldng point (㌔) data come komtheliterature (see Table
1.2 in Chapter I).
The boiling point (Tb) appears in severalexpressions and was determined in an iterative procedure.
EXCEL was used for the solution of the equations shownin Fig 3. I by iterative procedure. The calculated
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Fig 3･2 Chlorine correlations of the-alproperties, (a) enthalpy of sublimation of PCDDs, O)) entropy of
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Fig 3 ･4 Cuorine colt,ela血ons of mthalpies of evaporadon and fusion of PCDDs and PCDFs at melting point.
Figures 312and 3･3 showthat the enthalpy of sublinadon ad derived boiling point of PCDDsand
PCDFs correlate wellwiththe substitution number of chlorine, while the melting polntand entropy of
sublimation show a great dealof scatter.
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The determined boiling polntS Werethen set for correct prediction of the vapour pressures
(恥quid(Tn)=psoud(Tn)) at the melting points. The detemied boiling points and enthalpies offusion of the
dioxin congeners were correlatedwiththe degree of chlo血e substitution. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 showthe
correlations of the predicted boiling pointsand enthalpies of fusionwiththe degree of chlorination (X).





Boiling polntS and enthalpies offusiomare predicted forunknown dioxin congem耶uSingthese
formulas,andth飢the solid state vapour pressures were calculated bythe equadons of Fig 3. 1.
The predictedthermalproperties and vapour pressures for 59 PCDDsand 13 I PCDFsare listed in Tables
33 and 3.4, respectively.
Allthe vapour pressures of PCDDsnCDFs predicted here are more or less higherthanthe data
predicted by Rordorf l7]forthe sane compoundsI Figtqe 3･5 shows the vapour presstqe differences
between Rordorf's studyand this studyforthe toxic congeners, which subsdtuted at positions 2, 3, 7,and
8.
Forthe most toxic 2,3,7,8･TeCDD,the predicted vapour presstqe at 25 ℃ by dds study is 6.2×10~6
Pa, and is 31times higherthanthe value given by Rordorf. TherefTore,the concentration of air saturated
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3.4 Predicted Ⅵ一POur Pressure Results for PBDDs
Based onthe experiJnentalvapour pressure data of DD and OBDD,the correladons of the predicted
bo山喝POintsand enthalpies offusion'withthe degree of chlo血ation (Ⅹ) were obtained for PBDDs asthe
followings.
Tb-49.05X+549.75　K
AHn(T.A) - 5.26l x+25.395　kJ･no1-1
Usingthe same methods for PCDDs/PCDFs,the predictedthemalpropertiesand vapour presstwes
for 7 PBDDsknownmelting poultS arelistedinTable 3.5.
Table 3･5 Evaluatedthcrnalpropertiesand vapoW presst汀eS Of PBDDs.
Tm obsd. Tb eStd. AHB(TJ ASS(TJ Vapour Pressure伊a)
Compound　　　　　(K)  (K) Od/mol)(J/mol瓜) 298.15 K 323.15 K 348.15 K 373.15 K 398.15 K
1-MoBDD This study 378.15
Rordorr
2-MoBDD This study 367.15
Rordorf
1,6-DiBDD This study 480.15
Rordorr
2,31DiBDD This study 431.15
Rordorf
2,7-DiBDD This study 448.15
Rozdozf
2,81DiBDD This study 423.15
Rordorf
2,3,7,8-TeBDDThis study 608. 15
Rordorf















































































AsshowninTable 3･5, predicted results of vapour pressure tTor low brominated PBDDs agreethe
data estimated by Rordorf l71･ For 2,3,7,8-TeBDD,the predicted values of this studyare obviously lower
thanthose of Rodorf.
Due to lack of meldng point data for PBDDs,the vapour presstqes of highbrominated PBDDs were
estimated by another roughmethod･ Fromthe experimentalvapotw presstqe data of DD and OBDD,the




Usingthe two roughCoTTelations, the vapotq pressure of PBDD homologues were estimated, (see
Table3.6).
Table 3.6 Estimated vapour pressures of PBDD homologues.







































Based on the experimental vapour pressure data set of dioxin congeners obtained in Chapter 2,the
vapour pressureandthernalproperdes ofunmeastxred PCDDsnCDFs weqe predicted using correlation
nethod･ The cnthalpy of subhnation and calculated boiling polnt COrrelate wellwiththe degee of
chlorination, whilethe mel血g point and entropy of sublimation show a great dealof scatter.
All the vapotq pressures of 59 PCDDsand 13l PCDFs predicted hereare more or less higherthan
the data predicted by Rordorf,althoughthe calcdated methodarethe same.
For the most toxic 2,3,7,8-TeCDD,the predicted vapotq pressure at 25 ℃ bythis study is 6.2×10~6
Pa,and is 31tines higherthanthe value glVen by Rordorf. TLe concentradon of air sattmtedwith
2,3,7,8-TeCDD at 25 ℃ Canarrive at 805 ng/n3.
The predicted vapour pressure results for low brominated PBDDs agreewiththe data estimated by
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CHAPTER 4 Measurement of thernodynamic properties of solid DD, DF,
OCI)D and OCDF, and theoretical calculations of therJnOdynamiC
properties of gaseous PCDD/Fs
4.1 Introduction
- ChemiCalpotemialof a compound corresponds tothe driving fわrce of chemiCalreaction, so
thernodynamic functions must be detemined in order to estinatethe degree of reaction progress.
AlthoughPCDD/Fsare believed to be produced in combustion processes inthe temperature range丘om
about 500K to BOOK,their formation mechanism is not yetunderstood. It isalso not obvious whetherthe
thermodynamic equilibrium fTor PCDD/Fs inthat temperatLqe range Canbe achieved or not. Thus,
measurementand subsequent estimation ofthethermodynamiCfunctiorLS Of PCDDGsare important in
order to clarifythe route andthe rate offormation reactions.
There have been very few reported meastqements of themodyTlamiCfunctionsfor PCDD/Fs, and the
datathat have been measured have not been reconfirmed by further experiments. Rordorf ll】 meastqedthe
vapor pressure for eleven isomers of PCDD/Fs usingthe dew polnt method,and then estimatedthe other
the-odynamic functions tlSingthe measured vapor pressures･ Luk'yanova etal. [2] measuredthe standard
enthalpies of fornationfor DD and 2-MoCDD･ Standard enthalpy offornation, entropy, heat capacity
and enthalpy of phase change for DF was measured earlicqwithinafew temperature ranges by Sabbah l3】
and otherinvestlgatOrS.
Severalresearchers calCulatedthethe-odynamiCfunctions of gas phase for PCDD/Fs bythe
molecular orbitalnethod･ Shaub l4] estimated entropleSand heat capacities bythe raw approximation of
the structure and normalvibration of molecules becausethe computationalanalysis was diBicult atthat
tine･ Donalski etal･ [5]and Kolesov etal･ [6] nuneriCally estinatedthe standard enthalpies offomation
bythe linearadditivitymethod usingthe meastqed data of reference compounds. Saito and Fuwa 【7J
recently calculated the standard enthalpie-f format10n, entrOPiesand heat capacities by a semi･enpiriCal
molecularorbitalmethodwithPM3 Hamiltomian･ Most of these calcdated values have not yet been
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cq)eriznentally rcco血ed, becatISethe meastqement ofthernodynamiC血nctions of gas phase is very
dincult due tothe toxicib,and other factors.
h this study,the enthalpies offusion, melting pointsand heat capacities of solid phase for DD, DF,
ocDDand OCDF were measured by a modulated differentialscarLrLlng Cal0rincter,andthen the
血ermodynamic血mctions of gas phase for PCDD/Fs were calculated bythe ab initio molecular orbital
methodwithdensityLhctionaltheory (DFT); this isviewed as one of the most accurate methods at
present. Conbimigthe measured datawiththe calCuladon of gas phaseand reference data of other
hvestlgadons, temperature dependences of enthalpies of formation for DD, DF, OCDD and OCDF are
･evaluated inthe range from solid phase to gas phase forthe simple conLTlrmation of the reasonabilityof
血e present data.
4.2 Measurememts of Thermodynamic Properties for DD, DF, OCDD and OCDF
4.2. I Method of meas〟rememt
The measurements of heat capacities of solid phase, melting polnt and enthalpies offusion for DD,
DF, OCDD and OCDF by a modulated differemialscanning calorineter (modulated DSC) were
perfomed in a TA Instnnents heatfluxI Cal0rineter, model DSC 2920 (of whichthe modulated DSC is
one option). The modulated DSC has effectively highand low heating rates,and measures the totalheat
凸ow, then separates it into two components (Ron-reversingand reversing flows). We canthus obtain more
accurateand sensitive information on thernalproperties and complex transition by the JnOdulated DSC
血an bythe usual DSC method. The measurements were performed in an Arflow at a rate of 70 mL/min.
About 10 mg samples of DD, DF, OCDD and OCDF were hemetiCally sealed inaluninun pans capable
of resisting internalpressure up to 3 atm, andaneznptyalunimELl hermetic pan sewed as a reference. The
heating rate was IK/min in a range from 303K to 5SOK. Before the meastuements, the temperature was
calibrated by the melting points of pure In, Sn, Pb and Zn,and heat capacitywas calibrated by
naphthalene as a standard ∬omadc compound.
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4.2.2 Resuぬof measuremen血and dz'scussion
The melting points (Tn), enthalpies of血Sion (AHfuS)and heat capacities of solid phase (Cp(S)) of the
measu･ementsare summarized in Table 4. I. No weight loss of sample due to vaporizadon was observed
duringthe measurementwithinthe temperattqe range of the solid phase. Samples after meastqement were
analy2d forthe homologue profiles of PCDD/Fs,and it was00血ed that no decomposition of samples
had occtlrred duringthe measurements.Asshownin Table 4.I, melting polntS Ofthese meastuements
werealmostthe same asthosefound by Rordorf.(l】 The enthalpies of ftlSion of the present meastqements
for DDand DF werealsoalmostthC same asthe estimated values made by Rordorf using the vapor
presstue correlation method. The enthalpies offusion obtained for OCDDand OCDF, however, were
much lowerthanthose by Rordorf. The other heat capacib, of solid phase for DF meastqed cannot be
found exccptfor Sabbah,s measurement at 29SK l3], which value isalJnOStthe same asthat obtained here
as shown in Table 4.I.
Table 4. 1 Melting points, endlalpies effusion and heat capacitia of solid phase fw DD, DF OCDD and OCDF.










Figures 4. I to 4.4 shows the temperature dependences of heat capacities of solid phase for DD, DF,
OCDDand OCDF, respectively. Fromthese results,the equations of temperature dependence for heat
capacides are deduced bythe least squares method as shownin Table 4.1. The present calculated heat
capacities of gas phase, the calculation method of which is described in detail inthe next section,and
those by Saitoand Fuwa l7]arealso represented in Figs･ 4･l to 4･4･ Of course,the heat capacities of solid
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Fig.4.4 Tempemture dependence of heat capacib, for OCDFwithinthe temperattqe range of solid phase･
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4.3 Calculation of Thermodynamic Properties for PCDDsnCDFs
4.3.1 Catc〟LaLio〝 method
ThethermodynamiCfunctions of gas phase for PCDDns were numeriCally calCulated･ Calculation
flow is shownin Fig.4.5. h this study,the structure of the molecule仲ond lengths aJld bond angles)and
血efrequency of nornalvibration of the molecule were obtained bythe ab initio molecularorbitalmethod
usingthe density hctionaltheory PFT). This method hasthe highest accuracy presentlyknown,
becatu;e it does not reqture experientialparazneters, and is based onthe quantum mechanism andthe
physical quantities of speed of light, mass and charge of electrons and nuclear皿d Planck's constant･
Therno赦mamiCfunctions arethen calculated usingthese basic data of the molecule in stadstical
hermodynamic correlation.
Fig.4.5 CalCulation flow ofthernodynaJnic血nctions･
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The entropy value can be evaluatedfromthe followmg reladon:
S - St,ans +S,｡t+Svib (1)
where Sbans, S.otand Sd也 meanthe tranSlational, rotationalandvibrationalentropies, respectively, which
canbe calculated bythe follow叫g equations:





where m is a molecularmass, k isthe Boltzmam constant, h is Planck's constant, Y is the symmebic
nunberinrotation, i istheinertia moment and ni isthevibrationalfrequency･
The following relation isalso used forthe calculation of heat capacityat constant pressure:
Cp - C...m+ C,｡t+ Cub (6)
where Cuans, clot and Cvib mean the traJISlational, rotationalandvibrationalheat capacitycontributions,






Standard enthalpies offornationfor objective compounds伊CDD/Fs) can be calculated bythe
following procedtFe. PotentialenergleS Ofthe objective compound and standard compound at 298･ 15K
were first calculated by the molecular orbitalmethodwithDFr, azldthenthe standard enthalpy of
formation fbrthe compound was obtained by addingthe difference betwecnthe potentialenergleS Of
objective and standard compounds tothe standard enthalpy offomnation forthe latter conpound･Asan
exaJnPle,the calCulation flow of the st弧dard enthalpy offo-ationfor 2,3,7,8TCDD isthe fTollowlng:
potentialenergies of 2,3,7,8TCDD, H2, C12 and DD as standard compound are calculated, respectively,
aJldthenthe standard enthalpy offornationfor 2,3,7,STCDD canbe obtained bythe following relation:
AH o I,298 (2,3, 7,8TCDD) =
(E2,,,7,8,CDD - EDD I 2EHユー2EcLZ )I AHof,298(DD)
(10)
where E isthe potemialene喝y.
Aspreliminary calCulations,the standard enthalpies offornationfor 13 chlorinated orgamic
compounds were calculated bythe teclmique mentioned earlier. The chlorine atoms inthese molecules
canbe substituted for hydrogen ones. The calculated values were conparedwith referenced values as
shownin Table 4.2,and were fTound to be larger. These differences canbe considered systematic andare
due tothe calculation method. Therefore,the calculatedfomation of enthalpies should be calibrated
according tothe number of chlorine atoms. The correction values for calibration are shownin Table 4･3,
and have been evaluatedfromthe differences betwecnthe calculated enthalpies offornadonandthe
referenced ones shownin Table 4.2. For example,the standard enthalpy offomationfor 2,3,7,8TCDD
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obtained by Eq.(10) should be added bythe corredon value of 2 × (-5) kJ･mol･1, because of the bonding
of two chlorine atoms to each benzene rug.
Table 4.2 Differences betweenthe calculated standard enthalpies offornation and referenced ones fわr 13
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4.3.2 Resuぬand discussio作 of caleutations
Tables 4.4and 4.5 showthethmodynamiCfunctions of gas phase for PCDD/Fs obtained by the
molecularorbitalmethodwithDFT. The temperattqe range applicableforthe heat capacities is from 298
Kto1500K.
h Figs.4.1 to 4･4, the present calculated results of heat capacities of gas phase for DD, DF, OCDD
and OCDFwithinthe temperature range of solid phase are shownwiththose of Saitoand Fuwa l7】･ No
slgmificant discrepancy lS Seen between the present calculated heat capacities andthose by Fuwa for DD
and DF. h contrast,the present obtained heat capacities for OCDD and OCDF, whichare highly
chlorinated,are about 50 to 100 J･no1-1 ･K-1 higherthantheir results.
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Table 4.4 ThemodymiC点皿domfor gaseo心PCDDs calculatd bythe densib,fimcdonaldleOry PFr)I
cp - a+bTbT2 / J･JnOl･1 ･K･l
Constant kJ･no1-1 J･mol･1･K･l a b c




















































































Penta-CDD 1,2,3,7,8　　　-150　　　　562.8　　　32832　　0.14709　-9.8910 × 106
1,2,3,4,7,8　　1160　　　　585.4　　　346.39　　0.13713　-9.8392× 106
Hexa-CDD 1,2,3,6,7,8　　1170　　　　586.2　　　346.75　　0.13682　-9.8633 x 106
1,2,3,7,9,8　　　-160　　　　585.4　　　346.64　　0.13687　-9.855S X 106
Hepta-CDD 1,2,3,4,6,7,8　　　-170　　　　620.5　　　364.80　　0.12691　-9.8136× 106
OCDD 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9　1180　　　　637.5　　　382.43　　0.117458 19.7264× 106
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Table 4.5 ThemodymiCfincdozu for gaseous PCDFs calCAnted bythe densib,五mCtionaltheoIy PFr).
subsbce -S;b.smdl:Tt Si･.21:…′ ,.nS.219-SllK-. aCp=a'bTT/J'molーl●K-:
DF　　　　　　　　　　　　　　47.3 377.8　　　214.67　　0.19523　_9.9573× 106

































































OCDF 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9　　　-60　　　　592.5　　　354.68　　0.11332　-9.4557 × 106
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4.4 Temperature Dependence of Enthalpy of Formation for DD, DF･ OCDD and OCDF
The tempemture dependence ofenthalpy offo-ation canbe obtainedfromthe following equation:
AHf - AHof298 ･ 12T;SCpdt ･ AHl ･ 1,:cpdt　　　　　　　　(ll)
where isthe stan血d enthalpy offo-adonand DHt generally meansthe thernalchangewithphase
change.
The temperature dependences of the enthalpies offornationfor DD, DF, OCDD aJld OCDFare
showniJI Figs.4.6 to 4.9, whichare evaluated usingthe present meastqed values of Tm, DHfuSand Cp(S),
the present calculated values of and Cp(g), andalsothe referenccthermodynamic functions by other
researchers shown. The measured values of and by Luk,yanova l2】are used for DD,andthose by Sabbah
t3]are tlSedfor DF. For OCDDand OCDF,the present calCulatedare used,andthen is deduced by
subb･actingthe enthalpy of sublimation at 298K (DHsub,298) by Rordorfl)from. The boiling point (Tb)
and enthalpy of vaporization (AHva,) by Rordorf 【1】are used for DD, DF, OCDDand OCDF･Asshownin
Figs.4.6 to 4.9,the temperature dependenccs of the enthalpies offortnation can be reasonably estimated in
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Fig.4･9 Temperattqe dependence of enthalpy of formation for OCCDF･
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4.5 Conclusion
The heat capacities of solid phase, melting points and enthalpies offusionfor DD, DF, OCDD and
OCDF were meastqed by modulated DSC. The melting polntS Weqealmostthe same as the values
reported earlier. Enthalpies offusion of the present meastqement for DD and DF arealmostthe same as
the estimated values twingthe vapor pressure correlation method by Rordorfl), butthose of present
measurement for OCDDand OCDF are much lowerthan his. ThethemodymamiC血皿Cdons of gas
phase for PCDD/Fsare calculated bythe ab initio molecularorbitalmethodwiththe density血mCdonal
theory (DFT), which isthe one of the most accurate methods presentlyknown. The teJnperature
dependenc軍学Ofthe enthalpies offornation for DD, DF, OCDD aJld OCDF canthen be reasonably
estimated usingthese meastqedand calCulatedthemodynamiC血nctions andthose reported earlier.
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CⅡAPTER 5 Theoretical Calculations of Thermodynamic Properties of PBDDsnBDFs
5. I IJItrOduction
Polybrominated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PBDDs) and polybrominated dibenzo血ranS (PBDFs)are dioxin
congeners,theyare persistent environmentalcontaminations.Asconcluded bythe World Health
0喝anization (WHO), PBDDs and PBDFsare JnOre Or less simi1arto PoJychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins
PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofuran (PCDFs) intheir persistenceand toxicib'. [11
PBDDs/PBDFs can beforned in various processes,thefollowlng POtentialcases have een identified
asthe release of PBDDs/PBDFs into environment.
･ Formation during disposaland recycling of plasdcs such as parts of o皿ce machine caslngS, Printed
circuit boards, scrap ofelectronic devices and cables.
●　Fornation during energy recovery by incineration of waste plastics and utilizing waste plastics as blast
fumacefuel.
｡ Fomationfromthe laboratorythernolysis of bromhe-contaimingflame retardants.
･ Formation during production of plastic materialSand presence in consumer products contaimingflane
retardants, such as resinsand polymer products.
･ Emissionsfromflame-retarded consumer products. For exadnple, PBDFs were released丘om
television sets, computers or similar appliances.
｡ Presence in fire residues, smoke condensatesand gases albrfires. Bothof experimentalflreS皿d
accidental flreS.
' By-products of brominated organic chemicals (including flame retardants).
｡ Fo-ationfromthe photochemiCaldegradation ofbromhated organic chemicals.
●　Presence in automotive exhaust.
･ Fomation during textile processmg.
Brominatedflame retardaJltS (BFR)and their precursors appear to be a main source of
PBDDsnBDFs･ BFR hcluding tetra-bromobisphenoI A (TBBFA), polybrominated diphenyl Others
PBDEs), polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs),and hexabromocyclodecane (HBCD) have beenwidely used
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inplastics, textues, electromic circuiby and other materials to prevent fires, and holdanimportant market
share. For example about 49,000 and 64,000 ton of BFR were processed in Japanand in USA in 1999,
respectively. [2･3] Recycling activities onthese consumer products contaiming BFRareincreaslngand
becoming moreand more importantinrecent years, due to the fTornation of PBDDs/PBDFs in case of
the-alstress. PBDDsnBDFs were presentinthese materials of severalrecycling stages.
There is much less information on PBDDs/PBDFs thanon their chlorinatedanalogues,andthereare
very few experinentaldata ontheir physicaland chemiCalproperties. TheanalytiCalnethodsfor
separatingand idemifyingthe individualbrominated congenersare much less advanced thanthose fTor
their chlorinated amalogues, and only few reference standardsare available. Cuirentanalyticalmethods
are able to quantifytotalbrominated honologue groupsandalso to detect but not quantifythemixed
brominated/chlorinated congeners. Because of the complexity ofanaiytiCalprocedtFeSand lack of
reference standards, it has been possible to characterizeand determine only a small number of
PBDDsnBDFsand PXDDs/PXDFs,肌d only afew of the compounds have CAS registry numbers.
h this study, the thernodynamic properties (heat capacibr, entropy, enthalpyand Gibbs energy of
formation) inthe gaseous state were computedforal1 76 PBDDs and 136 PBDFs using density funCtional
theory PFT) methodswith Gaussian98 programs.[41 The purpose of the study was to obtain a00nsistent
set of the-odymamic values for PBDDs/PBDFs. The discrepancy between the calculated resultsand
available experimentalValuesfor 16 compounds (brominated arenes) isalso discussed. The present
themodynamic dataare, to otqknowledge,the first set of calculated data reported on PBDDs/PBDFs.
5.2 Computational Methods
The theoretiCalCalCuladons using DFT methods were carried outwiththe Gaussian98 progans.
Becke 's three-parameter hybridfunctionalcombinedwiththe gradient-correlationfunctionalofLeC, Yang
and P那r (LYP), denoted B3I:YP, was employed in the computations using DFT. Theal1-electron 6-3 1 G(d)
basis set was employed･ Geomebies were optimized using analytic gadient teclmiques, i･e･ the Bemy
algoritlmwithredundant internalcoordinates･ The stat10naZy POlntS Onthe potential ene喝y Surihce were
characterized by calCulations ofvibrational&equencies, which were doneanaiytically at DFT levels.
lo島
′
Followingthe geomeby optimization,frequencies were calculated tlSingthe same method at a stationary
point. The zero-pointvibrationalenergies (ZPE) Calculated atthe DFT level were scaled by O･9804･[5]
Throughoutthis paper,all calCulationsfor PBDDs/PBDFs were carried outwidl B3IXP/6-3 1G(d)
Opt Freq. "Opt Freq" meanSthatthefrequency is calculated alter optimiladon of moleculargeomeby･
At present, this computationalnodel revel is higherthanthosc which have been apphed to calculate
thethernodynamic values of dioxin congeners serially･t6-!]
The equations tmdfor computingthermochcmiCaldatainGaussiam programs are dcrivedfrom
statistiCalthemodynamics･ Two key ideas of statistiCalthernodynamicsarethe Boltzmam disbibution
iuldthe partition血mction･ The partition血nCtion islike athernodynamic wavefunct10n, inthe sensethat
it containsal1thernodymamic information aboutthe system, Just aS the quanttn mechanical
wavehction containsall dynamic information.
5.2.1 EnLnpy
The entropy and heat capacityCanbe directly obtained fromthe output of Gaussian programs･ The
equations twedfor calCulatingthe absolute entropy ofmolecule are asthe followng･【9,101
S -S,ans +阜ot +Sv.b　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(1)
where S.,ans, STD. and Svibare tranSladonal, rotational皿dvibrationalentropy, respectively, which can be




(h2 /8n2IJ)(h2 /8n2I,k)(h2 /8q2Izk) 2
exp(h v/kT) -1




where R isthe gas constant (8.31451 J･morl.K'l), Nisthe atom nunberina molecule, m isthe molecular
mass, k isthe Boltznann constant (I.38065Sx10~23 J･K-1), h isthe Planck's constant (6.6260755×10'34 J･S),
T isthe temperature, p isthc pressure, oi is the symmeby number for rotation, I is the moment of inertia,
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aJId 1/is dLevibradonalfrequency.
4.2.2 Heat capLFCioT Of constant pressure






where Cbans, C,.land Cvibare COnbibution to heat capacitydue to translation, rotationalmotion, and
vibrationalnotion, respectively.
4.2.3 Enthalpy and Gl'bbs enerw oJfol.maLion
The following equations are employed to calCulatethe absolute hternaleneqgy (tD, enthalpy (F)and
Gibb, energy (G) ofthc molecule at 0 Kandthe specified temperature (I)･[9･m]
UoK - Eelec +Ezp.






where Eelec isthe intemalenergy due to electronic notion,and Ezpethe 2:erO point energy of the molecule
at o K (a correction to the electromic energy). EBanS, El｡t and ELbarethe thernalenergy corrections due to
the eqects of moleculartransladon, rotation andvibration atthe speci丘ed temperattqe, respectively･
Inthis study, E.lee is computed atthe B3LYP level. Et,anS, E..t and Ebb Can be rapidly calculated using
statisticalthernodynamics.All the values ofEelec, Ezpe, UT, HTand GTaregiven in Hartrecs (atomic umits,
I Hartree=2625.5 I kJ･no1-1) bythe output of the program.
Based onthese absolute energy values (U, a H), enthalpyand Gibbs energy of formation canbe




The enthalpies of formation at 0 K were calculated by subtractlngthc calculated atomizadon
energies (∑か｡)fromknown enthalpies of formation of the isolated atoms･ The enthalpies offornation at
298.15 K were calculated by correction tothe enthalpies offornation at 0 K･ This method is the common
theo,etiCalmethodfor calCulatingthe enthalty offornation used by many studies.即ト13]
Forthe computation of enthalpies offornation, Curtiss et all [13] tested seven density funCtional
methods: B3IJYP, BP86, B3P86, BPW91, B3PW91 aJId SVWwith148 molecules･ Ofthese seven DFT
methods,the B3LYP method hasthe smallest average absolute deviation (13･O kJ･mol･1)fromthe
eq)eri皿entalValues.
The calculation procedure is as follows :
AfHo(M,OK) - ∑ xAfHo(X,OK) - ∑ D｡(M)
- ∑ xAfHo(X,OK) - [∑ xU(X,OK) - U(M,OK)]
AfHo(M,298K) ≡ AfHo(M,OK) + lHo(M,298K) - Ho(M,OK)]
- ∑X(H2,BK -H｡K )x
AfGo(M,298K) = AfHo(M,298K) -Tis




where Aガo and ALGoarethe staJldard-state enthalpyand Gibbs energy of fbrnation of the idealgas,
respecdvely･ M st皿dsforthe molecule of the compound, X identifies each element which consists ofM,
and x isthe stoichiomebic codrlCient of the constituent. (H298K-HoK)x isthefornation enthalpy correction
from OK to 29SKfor elementsinreference state.
AF(A, SQ(X, 298 K),and (H298K-HoK)Ware tabulated in Table 5.1, cited from the NIST-JANAF
ThermochemiCalTables.[14】 The absolute standard state entropy So(X 29S K) used for elementalCarbon,
hydrogen, bromine,and oxygen (reference state) should be (5.740, 130.680/2, 152.206/2, aJld 205. 147/2)
J･mol~l･K11 respectively, notthe values citedinOchterski's paper 【11】 (not in r曲rence state).
日! il
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Table5･ I Enthalpies offo-adonfor gaseous atoms and entropyand (H2粥K-H.K) Values for elements in
their reference state Bom experiments.A
Atoms State
ANT.芹' Af;.'19.:I.K'　shte I::I?.8.KK!1慧K
C Gas　　71 I. 19土0.46　　　716.67j=0.46　　　Reference state　　5.74土0.21　1.05 I
H Gas　　216.035土0.006　　217.999土0.006　　　Reference state　65.340土0.017　　4.238
Br Gas l 17.92土0.06　　1 1 1.86土0.06　　　Reference state　　　76. 103　　12.255
0　　Gas　　246.79iO.10　　　249.17土0.10　　　Rderence state　102.574土0.018　　4.342
N Gas　　470.82土0.10　　　472.68土0.10　　　　Reference state　95.805土0.010　　4.335
The也lculatedthernochemisby values using B3LYP/6-31G(d) for C, H, Br, 0, H2, Br2,
dibenzo-p-dioxin (DD)and 2,3,7,8-tetrabromodibenzo-p-dioxin CrBDD)are listedinTable 5.2,all values
areinHartrees.
Table 5･2 CalCulatedthermochemiby valuesingas phase at 101.325 kPa by B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d). (Hartree)
Substance Uo K (-Ho K)　　　　　U298 K H2,8 K G2,S K


























UoK and Ho K arethe absolute hternalenergyand enthalpy of the molecule at 0 K.
U29S K, H298 K肌d G298 Karethe absolute intemalenergy'enthalpyand Gibbs energy of the molecule at 298.15
K, respectively. (1 H山ree=2625.51 kJ･mo1-I)
Method 1 is illustratedwiththe example calCulatiOns for TBDD (C12H.Br.02) as follows:
∑80(TBDD)-【12×U(C, 0 K)+4×U(H, 0 K)+4×UtBr, 0 K)+2×U(0, 0 K)]･U(TBDD, 0 K)
=[12×(-37･846280)+4×(-0･500273)+4×(･2571 ･6569 1 8)+2×(-75.060623)]･(-10896.808498)-3.903 128
Har廿ee= 1 0247. 7 kJ･morl
AU(TBDD, 0 K)=[12×AU(C, 0 K)+4×Aβ○(H, 0 K)+4×AU(Br, 0 K)+2×AF(0, 0 K)]-∑po(TBDD)
-(12×71 1 ･ 19叫×21 6･035+4× 1 1 7.92+2×246.790)-10247.7-1 15.9 kJ･mol･l
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AF(TBDD, 298 K)- Aβ○(TBDD, 0 K)+lH(TBDD, 29S K)-H(TBDD, 0
K)H 1 2 × (H2,8KIH.K)C+4 × (H298K-HoK)オ4 × (H298K-HoKh,+2 × (H298K-HoK)01
-115.9+[(-10896.791602)-(-10896･808498)】×2625･5 1-(12× I ･05 I+4×4･238+ 4× 12･255+2×4342)=73･O
kJ･mo1-1
AfGoCrBDD, 29S K)- AF(TBDD, 298 K)-29g･ 15×lS'CrBDD, 29S K)I 12×SD(C, 298 K)4× S'(H, 298
K)･4×S'(Br, 29S K)-2×So(0, 298 K)]
=73.0-298. 15 ×(571.3112×5.740-4×65.340-4×76･ 103-2× 102･574)/1000
=153.1 kJ･morl
Method2
Using B3I;YP/6-31G(d), it wasfoundthatthe enthalpy offormation results for benzene and DD
calCAnted by Method 1 differ greatly from the experimentaldata･ Therefore, a simple method, Method 2,
was proposed here.
Becausethe absolute cnthalpy (H) and Gibbs energy (G) Values of the molecule can be obtained
throughtheoretiCalCalculation, lt lS easy tO Obtainthe reaction erLthalpyand Gibbs energy for any reaction
usingthese energy values by eq･ 13and 15･ hanother way'the reaction enthalpy and Gibbs energy can
be calculated by eq. 14 aJld 16, respectively･
A,Ho(298 K) - ∑(H2,8 K)p...ucb -∑(H2粥K)卿.mB
A.Ho(298 K) - ∑(A,H20,8 K),.｡.UCB -∑(AfH20,8 K).地nb
A.Go(298 K) ≡ ∑(G2,8 K),..duck - ∑(G2,8 K).也C.mb





combiningthese equations and usingthe experimentaldata of enthalpy and Gibbs energy of
formation for H2, Br2,and DD,[14･15]thc unknownenthalpyand Gibbs energy offo-ation values of
TBDD can be calCulated丘om the reaction (Ⅰ) in Fig 5.I. Figure 5.1 showsthe calCuladon procedtqe of




mweR･ bztree: -612351714　　2×(-5143･394682)　　-10896･791602　　　2X(-1･16223n → APES60;%0霊㌢Tee
AFT, kJ･nDl･1:　159･2　　　　　2×30･9　　　　　(AFmD)　　　　　2xO　一AV℡DD=68･3 kJ･zTD1-I
el粥R, Hdree･ ･612･398258　　2×(15143･422540)　　-10896･856484　　　2×(-1･177023) → A･qsO6･.て憲慧ITree
AP, kJIZTDl･.:　　56･2　　　　　　2×3･l　　　　　(APTD,,)　　　　　2xO　一APmD4148･5 kl･nt'1~1
Fig 5. 1 Calculation proc血e of Method 2･
The of enthalpyand Gibbs energy Offornation values of TBDD calCulated丘otn reaction (Ⅰ)are 68･3
kJ･no1-land 148.5 kJ･no1-I, respectively.
Method 3 (BensoTL's method)
The third method for estinatingthe enthalpies offomation is consistentwiththe group additivity
teclmique developed by Benson･[16] It is a b･aditionalempiriCalmethod･ Benson goup values have been
substantially refined duringthe years, e･g･the CHETAH progranl17] by ASTM hternationalpredicts
themochemiCalproperties uslng a nOdem Bcnson application･ The available values of group
conbibutions to enthalpy offornadon glVen by CHETAH 7･3 aqTe listedinTable 513･
Table 4.3 Vduesa of group additivib, conbibutions to enthalpy of forznadon of PBDDs･






Ac遥慧究l;I.｡21t?.,1807 44･769 -3･766 -78･659　8368　3'138　8'3嘩
For TBDD :
AUTBDD - 4(CbH) + 4(CbBr) + 4【CbT(0)I+ 2[01Cb)2] +Anne + 2A｡.th｡




5.3 Discrepancy Ana吋sis for the Computation of Thermodynamics
To assess the accuracy of the three methods used to predictthe enthalpy and Gibbs energy of
formation,thethermodymamic properties of 16 compounds O)rominatedarenes) were first calculated, and
comparedwithavailable experinentaldata･
For brominated arenes, in fact, onlymiminalexpenmentalthertnodynamic data is available･ Table
5.4 showsthe calCAntion results of U, a H, S, C,, AH弧d AfG for benzene, bromoberLZX)Res, benzoic
acid, bromobenzoic acids, naphthalene,and bromonaphthalenesinthe standard-state idealgas at 298･ 15
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Asshown,the calCula_ted results of heat capacityand absolute entropy areingood agreementwith
experinentaldata,althoughlittle such data is available. Onthe properties of heat capacib, and absolute
entropy,the calculation results obtained by B3LYP/6･31G(d) seem to be accurate, Since Gaussian
employs the mature theoretiCal　nethods of statiStics　thernodynamics to compute these two
the-odynamic properties,and this conputationallevel is moderate.
In calCulatingthe enthalpy offornationforthose compounds, the results by Method I differ from
the experimentalValues. The absolute deviationsarefrom (-10.5 to 54.0) kJ･mol'1,andthe average
deviation is 28.I kJ･nol~1. The reason isthe model chemiby (B3LYP/6-3 lG(d)) employed due tothe
tradeoffof _a.ccuracyand cost is not acctmte enoqghforthe absoluteinternalenergy calculation.
The enthalpy offormation values calculated using method 2 areingood agreementwith the
experimentaldata of refemnce compounds (see Fig 5.2). The average absolute deviation from
experimental values by method 2 is 4･2 kJ･norl,andthe largest absolute deviation is 17.3 kJ･no1-I.
The predicting values using methods 3arealso in reasonable agreementwiththe experimental(see
Fig 5･2)･ The average absolute deviadonfrom ekperimentalValuesfor Method 3 is 9.8 kJ･mol~1,and the
largest absolute deviation is 27･O kJ･noll1 l Forthe enthalpies offornation of 2,4,6-bibronoanilineand
2,4,61bibromophenol, bothMethod 2 and 3 have large differencesfromthe sole experimentalValues by
Allotand Finch･[23] Unfortunately,there is a lack of experimentaldatafor bromoberLZene; the reference
values of dibromoberLZene listedinTable 5･4arealso estimated values by OIesik et al. [20]
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I _tl OE7Dr　　　　　　　2イ:1 0Ⅱ7Br
Fig 5.2 Comparison of enthalpies offortnation by Methods ll3withreference data･
The results show thatthe traditionalBenson's method of group additivity(Method 3) is still one of
the most acctJrate methods for estimatingfornation enthalpy,and calculation processare very slmPle and
fast.
However, Benson's method can onlygive a roughcorrection for cis-(runs isonerization enpiriCalIy･
h estimatingthe enthalpies of isomers, Method 2 is superior to Benson's method,althoughMethod 1 and
2 is farmore conputationally expensive.
Comparedwiththe selected experimentaldata, Method 2 hasthe smallest absolute deviation among
the three methodsunderthe condition of B3LYP/6-31G(d).Asindicated by Foresmanand Frisch,[5]
model chemisbiesthatareknownto be qulte reliablefor optlmlZlng geOmebies can be qulte poor at
predicting absolute thernochemiCalproperties (such as absolute internalenergy U, enthalpy Hand Gibbs
energy G of the molecule), but such methods could be quite accurate at predicting other molecular
properties, vibrationalfrequencies,and a varieb, of relative energy values: energy differences to similar
molecules, reaction energies (such as AHand A,G) and so on. The main reason for Method 2 call Offer
more accurate results isthat the systematic errors for U, Hand G in the method o鮎n cancel out across
the systems being compared.Another reason is due to its use of experiJnentalvalues as benclmarks.
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5.4 Thermodynamic Database of PBDDsnBDFs
The calculadon results ofS, Cp, APand AfGfor 76 PBDDs (include DD)and 136 PBDFs (include
DF) inthe gas phase at 298･15 K (for Cp,the temperature range is 298･15 to 1500 K)and lOl･325 kPaare
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Asthe substitute number of bromine increases,allthethernodynamiC properties, nanelythe
heat capacities,the absohte entropleS,thefomation enthalpiesandthe formation Gibbs energies, Of
gaseous PBDDs and PBDFs increase.
For predicting enthalpiesand Gibbs energleS Offornation of PBDDs,the values obtained by
Method 2and Method 3are in good agreement, except heptabromodibenzo･p-dioxirLSand
octabromOdibenzo-p-dioxin. For low brominated dibenzo血ran,the enthalpiesand Gibbs energies Of
fornadon values predicted by Method 2 and Method 3arealso in reasonable agreenent･
The predicted enthalpy offornation values for low brominated (Br substitution number less
than 4) dibenzoIP-dioxinsand dibenzo血ranby Method lare higherth皿those by Method 2,andthe
estimated values for high-brominated (Br substitution number greaterthaJ1 4) dibenzoIP-dioxins and
dibenzofuranby Method lare lowerthanthose by Method 2･ The values of Gibbs energy of
formationthus havethe sane tendency.
Because of the lack of experinentaldata,the corrections for cis-trans isomeri2:ation usedin
Method 3for PBDDs/PBDFsare very rough,andthe level sequence of energies of isomers is
different from that predicted by Method 1 and Method 2, especiallyfor PBDFs. h fTact, Benzon's
method cannot distinguish ene喝y differences among isomers.
Using Gibbs energy offornation values calculated by Method 2, FigtLreS 5.4-518and 519-5113
show clearlythe differences aJnOng PBDDs isomersand PBDFs isomeqs, respectively･
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Asshownin Fig 5･3, among 22 isomers of tetrabromodibenzo-p-dioxins,the Gibbs enerpes of
I,3,6,8-tetrabromodibenzo-p-dioxin　(1,3,6,8･TeBDD),  1,3,7,8-tetrabromodibenzorp-dioxin
( 1 ,3 ,7,8lTeBDD),　1 ,3 ,7,91tetrabromodibenzoIP-dioxin　　( 1 ,3 ,7,9-TeBDD),　　and
2,3,7,8-tetrabromodibenzo-p-dioxin (TBDD,the most toxic compound in PBDDs)are lowerthan




Fig 5.4 Gibbs energleS Offornation of dibromodibenzo-p-dioxin isomers
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Fig 5.5 Gibbs encrgleS Of formation of bibromodibenzorp-dioxin isomers･
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Fig 5 I 8 Gibbs energies Of formation of hexabromodibenzo-p-dioxin isomers･
lmthe same way, 2,7-DiBDDand 2,81DiBDD are easier tofo-thanthe other S isomers of
dibronodibenzo-p-dioxinS･ I,3,7-TrBDD, I,3,i-TrBDD and 2,3,7-TrBDD are easier tofo-than the
other 1 I isom耶Of bibromodibenzorp-dioxins･ For die isomers of pentabromodibenzoIP-dioxins,
1 ,2,4,6,8-PeDBB, 1,2,4,7,8-PeDBB and 1,2,4,7,9-PeDBB are easier to formthanthe others･ Forthe
isomers of hexabromodibenzo-p-dioxins, 1,2,4,6,7,9-HxBDD and 1,2,4,6,8,9-H姐DDare easier to
fornthanthe others.
conpanngwithpBDDs,thefornation enthalpiesand Gibbs energleS Of PBDF isonersare
more variable (see Figs 5.9-5.13). Thefomation enthalpies and Gibbs energies of isoners which
have bromine substitutionsinland 9 positionsare much higherthanthose of the others･ The reason
isthatthe bromine atomsinl and 9 positionsare close･ The distance betweenthe two bromine
atoms in 1 and 9 positions is about 3･3×10-10 m, lt is inthe same levelwith the distance between
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adjacent bromine atoms (ortho)inthe same benzene ring.



































The Gibbs energies of 1,7･dibro由odibenzofuran(I,7lDiBDF), 1,3,7-bibromodibenzofuran
( 1 ,3 ,7-TrBDF), I ,3 ,6,81tetrabromodibenZ:Ofuran( I ,3,6,8-TeBDF), 1 ,3 ,4,6,8-pentabromodiberLZOfuran
(I,3,4,6,8･PeBDF)and 1,3,4,6,7,81hexabromodibenzofuran (I,3,4,6,7,8-HxBDF) arethe lowest
amongtheir isomers, respectively.
Figures 5･ 14･5･ 1 7 showthe correlations of enthalpy offornation, Qbbs energy offornation,
entropyand heat capacitywiththe substitution number of bromine･ The S, Cp, AH皿d AEG of
PBDDs correlate very wellwiththe degree of bromination (Ⅹ),the obtained correhtionsfor PBDDs
are asthe followlngS.
AF = 1.2204 Ⅹ2 + 29.234 X - 59.977　　　　　(R2 = 0.994)
ALG0 - 1.285 X2+20.176 冗+55.212　　　　　(好- 0.989)
sb = 39.583 X+413372　　　　　　　　　　(が- 0.999)
C,(298K) = 16.899 Ⅹ+ 181.15　　　　　　(が- o･9998)
Comparingwiththose of PBDDs,the S, Cp, Au and AfG of PBDFs is much more scattered as
showninFig 4. 14-4. 17. The correladons obtained for PBDFsare asthe follovTings.
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△押- 2.247 Ⅹ2 + 22.944 Ⅹ + 56.723
Aβ0 -2.5574 X2+ 13.065 Ⅹ+ 150.20
.㍗ ≡ 35.742Ⅹ+395.1
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(I)Underthe computing level of B3LYP/6-31G(d), Method 2 hasthe smallest average absolute
deviation and maximum absolute devladon (4.2 and 17.3) kJ･mol~lfromthe experinentalValues
of fornadon enthalpy of the selected reference compounds･
(2) Benson's method is still a good method for estiJnatingthertnodynamic properties, and calCuladon
p紬Ccduresare very simple aJld much fasterthanMethod 1 and 2･ But,this method can onlygive
much rougher corrections for cis-trams isonerization enpiriCally･ Method 2 is superior to
Bcnson's methodinpredictingthefomation enthalpics of isomers･
(3)Allthe heat capacity, entropy, enthalpyand Gibbs energy of fornadon valuesforthe 76 PBDDs
and 136 PBDFs increase asthe substitute munber of bromine increases. The values of enthalpy
and Gibbs energy offornation of PBDDsand PBDFs calculated by Method 2are recoⅡ-ended･
(4) For isomers of tetrabromodibenzorp-dioxins, I,3,6,8-TeBDD, 1,3,7,8-TeBDD, I,3,7,9-TeBDD
皿dthe most toxic compound 2,3,7,8-TeBDDare more stablethanthe others, and easier to fom
duringfomation process.
(5) ComparingwithPBDDs,the fTornation enthalpiesand Gibbs energies of PBDF isomers aJ'e more
variable. Thefomation enthalpipsand Gibbs energleS Of isomers which have bromine
substitutions in land 9 positionsare much higherthanthose of the othem.
(6) The S, Cp, AHand AfG of PBDDs correlate very wellwiththe degree of brominadon (X),the
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obtained correlations for PBDDsare asthe followl喝S.
Aガ｡ - I.2204 Ⅹ2 + 29.234 Ⅹ - 59.977
Aβ｡- 1.285 Ⅹ2+20.176Ⅹ+55.212
Sb =39.583 X+413.372





(7) Comparingwiththose of PBDDs,the S, Cp, AH and AfG of PBDFs is much more scattered･ The
corTlelations obtained for PBDFs are asthe followlngS.
AU = 2.247 Ⅹ2 + 22.944 Ⅹ + 56.723
Aβ｡-2.5574Ⅹ2+ 13.065 Ⅹ+ 150.20
S0 -35.742Ⅹ+395.1
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